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ALL YOU REQUIRE TO THINK

ABOUT ARTICLE 22 OF
INDIAN CONSTITUTION

INTRODUCTION

Article 22 (indiankanoon.org) comprised

inside the Rights to opportunity is one of

the pieces of the essential rights ensured

under the constitution. This article is

shrouded in two significant parts,

assurance and rights conceded if there

should arise an occurrence of subjective

arrest otherwise called correctional

detainment, and shields against

preventive confinement. The principle

contrast is that if an individual is accused

of a wrongdoing. If there should arise an

occurrence of confinement, the individual

isn't blamed for any wrongdoing yet is

limited on a sensible doubt while in the

event of arrest the individual is charged

for a wrongdoing.

Article 22: not a total Code

In A K Gopalan v. The State of Madras

(indiankanoon.org), the Supreme Court,

taking a thin perspective on Article 21 and

22, wouldn't consider if the methodology

set up by law experienced any

insufficiencies. It was of the conviction that

each article of the constitution was

autonomous of one another. At the point

when the solicitor tested the legitimacy of

his confinement because it was abusing his

Rights under Article 19 and 21, the

Supreme Court ignored all the disputes

thinking about that the detainment could be

legitimized only on the ground that it was

done by the 'technique set up by law'. The

Supreme Court, for this situation, followed

a prohibitive translation of the articulation

'individual freedom' and the term 'law',

dismissing all standards of characteristic

equity. Along these lines it very well may be

said that Article 22 in itself is a fragmented

code which implies that the lawfulness of

the article is restricted to be tried distinctly

against it and isn't totally as per the crucial

Rights of the constitution.

The choice of the Supreme Court in Union

of India v. Dimple Happy Dhakad (Crl, 2019

"Dhakad") shows an unmistakable

inclination for the last mentioned, mixed up

view, over the previous. By asserting the

utilization of preventive detainment in
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a circumstance where no "counteraction"

was truly in question, while simultaneously

weakening the high weight typically forced

on the state for mentioning preventive

confinement in such cases, the Supreme

Court made a perilous stride towards

normalizing what was intended to be a

proportion of unquestionably the final

retreat. In doing as such, it intensified the

slide towards normalizing preventive

confinement previously being seen across

states, which have utilized this device to

manage harassing and cow’s burglary,

among different issues.

RIGHTS OF
ARRESTED
PEOPLE UNDER NORMAL LAWS

The instance of DK Basu v. The State of

West Bengal (indiankanoon.org) is one of

the milestone specialists which list rules

and necessities for arrests and detainments

gave by the Supreme Court. There are 11

rules which are an expansion to sacred and

legal defends and don't repudiate any of

them. The update centers around keeping

up appropriate and verified records from

the side of the position known as 'review

reminder'. It additionally tosses a

monotonous look upon the wide range of

various rights ensured to an individual in

care and notices all specialists who will

undoubtedly cling to those. The choices

exuding from this case likewise prompted

the joining of Section 50A of

CrPC(vakilno1.com) which forces a

legitimate commitment on the Police to

give data with respect to such arrest and

spot where the arrested individual is

being held to any of his companions,

family members or such different people

as might be assigned by the arrested

individual to give such data.

(a) Right to be

educated regarding

the grounds of arrest

Article 22(1) states

that any individual who is arrested,

can't be confined in care without being

educated regarding the grounds of any

such arrest as quickly as time permits.

Each arrest requires reason and defense,

separated and unmistakable from the

ability to arrest. Considering this, it was

held on account of Joginder Kumar v.

The State of U.P. (indiankanoon.org) that

a kept individual should know the reason

for his detainment and is qualified for let

any third individual know the area of his

confinement.
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(b) Right to be shielded willingly

Article 22(1) likewise expresses that any

individual who is arrested has the option to

counsel consistently and be safeguarded

voluntarily. This Right is extended right

from the snapshot of the individual's arrest.

There are a couple of rights which are not

expressly referenced yet are deciphered

by the Supreme Court in specific cases.

On account of Hussainara Khatoon and

Ors versus Home Secretary, State of

Bihar (indiankanoon.org), the courts saw

that an enormous

number of
individuals

were
arrested
anticipatin

g their preliminary in a courtroom. The

arrests were made independent
of the

charge and its graveness. The blamed were

set to be locked up,denied of their
opportunity even before the initiation of

their preliminary and the charge really

being demonstrated which stands

nonsensical. The Supreme Court

demonstratingworry over the issue

deciphered that fast
preliminary is a

protected right in spite of the fact that it is

no place expressly referenced. It was held

that an examination should be held at the

earliest opportunity and for no situation

is the state allowed to deny quick

preliminary on any grounds. It was

likewise expressed that in instances of

arrest for trifling charges the preliminary

must be finished inside a half year. It was

likewise pronounced that the option to

free lawful guide is an essential right

which was later explicitly referenced

through alterations. It was likewise seen

that the Supreme Court had forces to

sanction a DPSP into a crucial right.

Further, the court additionally holds an

established commitment to give free lawful

guide to each needy individual under

preliminary. In spite of the fact that this

Right isn't referenced under the domain of

Article 22, it actually witnesses an

immediate notice under Article 39(A) and is

certain in Article 21 of our constitution.

GOAL OF BAR COUNCIL NOT TO
SHIELD A FEW PEOPLE IN
CRIMINAL CASES

The Rights of the blamed to be guarded

willingly was disregarded on account of

A.S. Mohammed Rafi v. Territory of Tamil

Nadu(indiankanoon.org), where the Bar
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Association of Coimbatore passed a goal

that none of its individuals would protect

the cops who had purportedly attacked a

few legal counselors. Such goals stood

illicit as the court saw that each individual,

paying little mind to the sort of allegations

on him, reserved a Rights to be protected in

an official courtroom. It was held that this

goal repudiated with the Rights of the

denounced and was additionally against the

expert morals of legal counselors which

necessitate that a legal advisor can't reject

a brief if the customer is happy to pay him

and the attorney isn't locked in.

(c) Right to be delivered before a
Magistrate

Article 22(2) guarantees the Rights of the

charged to be delivered before a judge. At

the point when an individual is arrested, the

individual or cop making the arrest ought to

bring the arrested individual before a

justice or legal official immediately. This is

likewise upheld by Section 56 of the

CrPC(indiankanoon.org).

The Rights accessible to the blamed at

the principal stage for creation before the

Magistrate isn't expressed
straightforwardly in Article 22. It is

established in Section 167 of the CrPC and

states that no justice can approve the

confinement of the denounced in police

care except if the blamed is created face to

face before the judge. This Rights shields

the denounced from being kept on off-base

or unimportant grounds.

(d) No detainment past 24 hours
besides by request of the Magistrate

Article 22(2) likewise expresses that no

individual who is arrested should be

confined for over 24 hours without being

created before an officer or legal position

and getting the detainment approved. The

referenced 24 hours reject the hour of

movement from the spot of arrest to the

officer's court. This arrangement assists

with keeping a mind the examination of the

police in regards to the current issue. It

shields the denounced from being caught

into illegitimate confinement.

On account of State of Punjab v. Ajaib

Singh (indiankanoon.org), this Rights was

encroached and subsequently the casualty

was given remuneration as protected cure.

It was held that instances of arrest without
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warrant require more noteworthy insurance

and creation of the charged inside 24 hours

guarantees the legitimateness of the arrest,

not consenting to which would consider the

arrest unlawful.

On account of C.B.I. v. Anupam J.

Kulkarni (indiankanoon.org), it was

addressed whether the blamed can be

remanded to police authority after the

expiry of initial 15 days. It was held that

the judge could approve the confinement

in the event that he considers it fit and

sensible, however the authority can't

expand the time of 15 days overall. It is

presently realized that to confine past a

time of 15 days, a warning load up needs

to report adequate reason for the

augmentation of such detainment before

the termination time frame as referenced

in statement 4 of Article 22.

SPECIAL CASES

Proviso 3 of the Article 22 unmistakably

expresses that none of the rights referenced

in condition 1 and 2 of the Article would be

appropriate for an individual who is

considered to be an adversary outsider and

anyone who is captured or confined under

the law accommodating preventive
detainment.

The presence of this condition in the

article has oftentimes scrutinized its

sacred legitimacy as it removes all the

rights from an individual kept under

preventive confinement. The instances

of Maneka Gandhi v. Association Of

India and A.K. Roy v. Association Of

India have assumed significant parts in

offering viewpoint to this article. On

account of Maneka Gandhi, the extent

of Article 21 was expanded generally by

adding the term 'fair treatment's into

the article.

Presently, after

diving into the

historical

backdrop of preventive confinement, it is

realized that Article 22 was embedded

upon the expulsion of the expression 'fair

treatment's from Article 21. Consequently

this move incredibly influenced the

setting of Article 22 and offered direct

conversation starters on the rights and

limitations gave by the article.
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While on account of A.K.Roy v.

Association Of India(indiankanoon.org),

the court recognized that preventive

detainment laws were liable to Article 22

as well as open to examination under

Articles 14, 21 and 19. It was additionally

seen that while Article 22 condition 3 was

prohibition to provisos 1 and 2 yet the

option to direct under Article 21 was as

yet substantial yet since Article 22 was

essential for the first constitution and

Article 21 was extended and corrected in

Maneka Gandhi's case, the previous

would beat the last subsequently leaving

the detenus scratched of their entitlement

to get to legitimate help.

Special case under Article 22(6)- Clause 6

of the article is comparative in nature to

provision 3 as it stands an exemption for

proviso 5 and states that the keeping

authority isn't compulsorily needed to

uncover any such realities which it

considers to be against the public interest

to reveal. This statement doesn't make

reference to some other determinations or

subtleties inside the point and henceforth is

viewed as the most extreme discretionary

and backward. It has no strong premise or

thinking to reverberate with 'against the

public premium' state and can be

discretionary to any degree.

PREVENTIVE DETENTION AND
CONSTITUTION OF INDIA – EFFECT
ON HUMAN RIGHTS

It is an expectant measure and doesn't

identify with an offense while criminal

procedures are to rebuff an individual

for an offense carried out by him [Alijan

Mja V. District Magistrate, Dhanbad

(AIR 1983, SC1130)].

The object of Preventive Detention isn't to

Punish yet to catch to forestall the Detenu

from planning something biased for the

State. The fulfilment of the concerned

position is an emotional fulfilment in such a

way. Ankul Chandra Pradhan Vs.

Association of India, (AIR 1997, SC 2814).

A three judge bench of the Supreme

Court in Ahmed Noormohmad Bhatti v.

The State of Gujarat, (AIR 2005) while

maintaining the legitimacy of the

intensity of the Police under area 151 of

Criminal Procedure Code 1973 to capture

and detainment of an individual,

without a

warrant, to

forestall

commissio

n of a
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Cognizable offense, decided that an

arrangement couldn't be held to be absurd

as self-assertive and in this way unlawful

only in light of the fact that the Police

authority may mishandle his power.

Article 22 gives that the Detenu under the

preventive detainment law will reserve

the option to have his delegate against

his confinement surveyed by a warning

board. On the off chance that the warning

board reports that the confinement isn't

legitimized, the Detenu must be delivered

forthwith. In the event that the warning

board reports that the detainment is

defended, the Government may fix the

period for confinement. The warning load

up may finish up its procedures speedily

and should communicate its sentiment

inside the time endorsed by law. Inability

to do that makes the detainment invalid.

The Constitution (44th Amendment

Act 1978) has changed Article 22 and

diminish the most extreme time frame

for which an individual might be kept

without acquiring the warning load up

from three to two months.

The translation of Article 22 Clause 7 Sub

provision (a) was best done by the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in Sambhu Nath Sarkar V.

The State of West

Bengal(indiankanoon.org), Section 17A of

the Maintenance of the Internal Securities

Act 1971 contained five heads

corresponding to which preventive

detainment could be for a period longer

than a quarter of a year with no reference to

an Advisory Board. The Supreme Court

held Section 17 illegal. The court said that

Article 22(7) (a) was a special case for

Article 22 (4). Accordingly Article 22(7)

(a) could be utilized distinctly in
exemption for and standard cases.

PROTECTED SHIELDS AGAINST
PREVENTIVE DETENTION LAWS

Article 22 further arrangements with
specific rights which are given if
there should arise an occurrence of
preventive confinement.

(a) Review by Advisory Board: Clause 4 of
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the article expresses that no law outlined

for preventive confinement offers power

to keep any individual for over 3 months

except if; a warning board reports an

adequate reason for such detainment.

The individuals on the warning board

should be similarly qualified as that of an

adjudicator of the high court. The report

should be submitted before the

termination of said 3 months.

(b) Communication of grounds of

confinement to detenu: Clause 5 of the

article expresses that any power while

keeping any individual under law

accommodating preventive detainment

will impart the grounds of detainment to

the individual as quickly as time permits.

The ground of confinement ought to have

a judicious association with the article

which the detenu is kept from

accomplishing. The correspondence

ought to give all the material realities

identified with the ground and ought not

be a simple proclamation of realities.

a chance of portrayal to the detenu too.

An individual effectively in guardianship

can be confined when there are sensible

and adequate causes to do as such. The

central issue being that in instances of

preventive detainment it is extremely

unlikely to check whether the reason for

confinement is simply and sensible until it

is introduced to the warning board which is

pertinent after the stretch of 3 months.

(c) Detenue's Right of portrayal: Clause

5 of the article likewise expresses that

the grounds of the detainment should

be conveyed as quickly as time permits

to empower the Rights of portrayal to

the individual. The authority giving the

detainment request will bear to the

individual
the soonest

a

AND

No commitment of power: The keeping

authority is under no commitment to give

the grounds of confinement to detenu

preceding his capture, yet is encouraged to do as

such at the soonest in this way giving

chance
making

portrayal against the request.

PREVENTIVE DETENTION
HUMAN RIGHTS



Aside from the measures and

defends identifying with preventive

confinement, the Citizens must

follow the need of precluding the

wrongdoing in extending
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further and sensibly uphold preventive

detainment, however cases shows

unlawful confinement expressing

instrument for avoidance of cognizable

offense. Ahmed Noormohmed Bhatti V.

The State of Gujarat (AIR 2005, SC 2115)

identified with it.

The rule of Audi Alteram Partem which

expresses that nobody should be

denounced unheard. An individual

whose Rights or interests are

questioned or contested him must be

given a sensible occasion to safeguard

– it sensibly protects the survivors of

unlawful preventive detainment.

On confinement, occurrences of brutal

treatment of detainees have prompted

transformation of exacting Human Rights

Laws. It is a global concern lead under

UDHR and in India the National Human

Rights Commission has set out a few

measures and orders. A portion of the

significant among them which could keep

the detainees from barbaric treatment

and limit preventive confinement in

understanding to security of the
Nation incorporates:

Detailed account of realities

prompting fulfilment of power

passing on the grounds of

detainment to the Detenu.

Individuals should be sharpened

about different individual freedoms.

In the event that there is unlawful

detainment, need to have

arrangement for interval
alleviation/pay.

All the states must plan rules

under the Juvenile Justice Act

2006 and establish fundamental

foundations as needed under the

law. Adolescent equity

framework should be particular

from criminal equity framework.

Psychological assistance to
detainee.

CONCLUSION

Through this article we see that

preventive detainment as an arrangement

has consistently come up short on the

component of 'check and equilibrium'

over its foundation and practice. This
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arrangement has never adjusted itself to

any global basic freedoms approaches

and till date keeps on negating them in

some structure or the other. A significant

worry of preventive confinement is that it

is a wide arrangement, with no notice of

determinations and impediments, which

opens it to a more extensive setting of

translation accordingly vesting

significant force in the possession of

power. Subsequently, this arrangement in

our constitution requires compelling and

profound established examination and

review of the underlying driver and as

needs be outlining of the suitable law

which likewise accommodate proficient

and important check and constraint

instruments to forestall its unfair and

unlawful use in any situation.
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WITNESS PROTECTION
SCHEMES IN INDIA

INTRODUCTION

Witness are regarded as one of the most

important element in the criminal justice

system. It is because of them that the trial

finds some substance so as to arrive at a

fair conclusion. Criminal Justice System

protects certain fundamental rights and

liberties of the people guaranteed under

the Constitution by enforcing law and

punishing the offender. In compatibility of

this goal, the functionaries of criminal

justice framework pursue the principal

"Ensure the Good and Punish the

Wicked." Succinctly, the criminal equity

organization endeavours to diminish

criminal conduct. The criminal justice

system deals with the process of defining

crime, prevention and detection of crime,

process of determination of guilt and

quantum of punishment and the

rehabilitation of citizens punished for

crimes, so that they may once again

become useful members of the society.

Every Criminal Justice System of world is

predicated on a group principle of legal

code and follows either Adversarial

System or Inquisitorial System. The

judicial framework followed in India for

dispensation of criminal justice is the

adversarial system of common law

adopted from the British Judicial System.

Adversarial System clearly focuses on

the role of witness in criminal cases.

Witness is that the foundation on which

the structure of justice and equity rests.

He is therefore,

inexorable and

plays a big role

on which the

fate of the case

depends. He is the foundation of the trial,

regardless of whether it is civil or criminol.

No indictment case are often developed

without the proof of witnesses. Witness is

vital guide in the criminal equity framework

and for smooth running of criminal equity

framework it is necessitated that witnesses

come forward and oust their testimony and

statements in free and reasonable situation.

DEFINITION OF WITNESS
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‘Witness’ has nowhere been defined in

the Code of Criminal Procedure Code,

1908 or in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872.

The Black’s Law Dictionary defines it as:

“In the primary sense of the word, a

witness is a person who has knowledge

of an event. As the most direct mode of

acquiring knowledge of an event is by

seeing it, ‘witness’ has acquired the

sense of a person who is present at and

observes a transaction.”

Further, The Witness Protection Scheme,

2018 defines ‘witness’as:
“‘Witness’

means
an

y
person,

wh
o
possesses
information

or document about any crime regarded by

the competent authority as being material

to any Criminal proceedings and who has

made a statement, or who has given or

agreed or is required to give evidence in

relation to such proceedings.”

NEED FOR THIS SCHEME

It is a rule of law that no rights of the

witness should be prejudiced by way of

threats, intimidation or corruption

therefore, to permit him to testify for or



against the case which he had been a

witness to with full liberty. within the

words of Bentham “Witnesses are

eyes and ears of the Courts”, hence,

it becomes imperative on a part of

the State to supply adequate

protection to the witness to make

sure ideal working of the wheel of

justice. the necessity to guard

witnesses has been emphasized by

the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India

in Zahira Habibulla H. Sheikh and

Another v. State of Gujarat (2004) 4

SCC 158 wherein while defining ‘Fair

Trial’, the Hon’ble Supreme Court

observed that “If the witnesses get

threatened or are forced to offer false

evidence that also wouldn't end in

fair trial”. Further the hon’ble

Supreme Court of India also held in

State of Gujarat v. Anirudh Singh[2]

(1997) 6 SCC 514 that: “It is that the

salutary duty of each witness who

has the knowledge of the

commission of the crime, to help the

State in giving evidence.”

The need for this scheme had been

envisaged by various reports of the

Law Commission of India and

therefore the Malimath Committee.

The 14th Law Commission Report

was the primary ever instance

where the difficulty of witness

protection was brought forth. Further, the

154th Report addressed the plight of the

witnesses. The 172nd and 178th Report
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laid emphasis on protection of witness

from the wrath of the accused. The 172nd

Report especially inherited an excellent

deal from the judgement in Sakshi v.

Union of India2004 (2) ALD Cri 504 which

advocated for privately trials to stay the

witness faraway from the accused and to

make sure her testimony is procured with

none public fear. The 198th Report titled

“Witness Identity Protection and

Witness Protection Programmes”

emphasized that the witness protection

scheme needn't be limited to cases of

terrorism or sexual offences but should

reach all serious offences, thereby

increasing the ambit of its applicability

and functioning.

The ‘Declaration of Basic Principles of

Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse

of Power’ adopted by the United

Nations General Assembly in November

1985 regarded the victims of crime to

be a crucial witness and gave forth four

objectives, the applicability of whose

got to be ensured by the member

nations towards the victims of crime:

(i) Access to justice and fair
treatment

(ii) Restitution

(iii) Compensation

(iv) Assistance

WITNESS PROTECTION SCHEME,
2018

The Supreme Court on December 6th,

2018 gave its nod for approval of the

Draft Witness Protection Scheme which

had been prepared by the inputs from

18 States/Union Territories, various

open sources inviting suggestions

from police personnel, judges and civil

society which was then eventually

finalized by the National Legal Services

Authority (NALSA).

In a society, administered by a Rule of

Law, it's imperative to make sure that

investigation, prosecution and trial of

criminal offences isn't preferential in

light of dangers or terrorizing to

witnesses. the necessity to guard

witnesses has been emphasised by the

Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in

“Zahira Habibulla

H. sheikh and

Another v. State

of Gujarat” 2004
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(4) SCC 158 SC. While defining Fair Trial,

the Hon’ble Supreme Court observed that

“If the witnesses get threatened or are

forced to offer false evidence that also

wouldn't end in fair trial”.

In complex cases, where cooperation by a

witness is critical to successful prosecution

of a strong criminal group, extraordinary

measures are required to make sure the

witness’s safety viz. anonymity, relocation

of the witness under a replacement identity

during a new, undisclosed place of

residence it's stated in Sampath Meena,

Witness Protection Scheme,2018: The New

Paradigms (July 21, 2019)

At present there's no law/scheme

holistically at the National level for cover of

witnesses. Keeping in sight the Hon’ble

Supreme Court has approved India's First

Witness Protection Scheme drafted by the

union government. The Apex Court within

the case of Mahendra Chawla & Ors. Vs.

Union of India & ors. Writ Petition (Crl.) No.

156 of 2016. approved the Witness

Protection Scheme, 2018 and has asked

asked the Centre, states and Union

Territories to enforce it in letter and spirit. It

shall be the ‘law’ under Article 141/142 of

the Constitution, till the enactment of

suitable Parliamentary and/or State

Legislations on the topic . The bench

comprising of Justice A.K. Sikri and Justice

S. Abdul Nazeer identified the rights of the

witness to affirm inside the ambit of Article

21 of the Constitution and said “The right to

testify in courts during a free and fair

manner with none pressure and threat

whatsoever is under serious attack today. If

one is unable to testify in courts thanks to

threats or other pressures, then it's a

transparent violation of Article 21 of the

Constitution.”

RIGHTS OF THE WITNESSES

There must be a particular sense of

safety that require to tend by the state to

the witness who comes forward to testify

and it's the responsibility of the State to

impart adequate protection to the witness.

the varied Law Commission Reports and

therefore the Witness Protection Scheme

had identified certain rights that a

witness possess:

i. Right to secure waiting place
while at Court proceedings;
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ii. Right to information of the
status of the investigation and
prosecution of the crime;

iii. Right to be treated pityingly and

dignity and respecting privacy;

iv. Right to protection from harm
and intimidation

v. Right to offer evidence without

revealing identity; and,

vi. Right to occupy a secure
place and transportation.

It shall be mandatory for Investigating

Officer/Court to tell each and each witness

about the existence of “Witness Protection

Scheme” and its salient features.

TYPE OF PROTECTION MEASURES

As per the provisions of the Victim

Protection Scheme, 2018, the magnanimity

of protective measures haunted by the

competent authority shall always be

proportional to the threat faced by the

witness for the given period of your time.

They will include but is not limited to the

following:

i. To make sure that the accused

and therefore the witness

aren't put up together during

an attempt or investigation

ii. Contacting the phone company

to allot the witness an unlisted

telephone number;

iii. Giving adequate security to the

witness in sort of body protection,

regular patrol and by use of security

devices like CCTV, fencing, security

doors in his home;

iv. Change in identity of the witness

and suppressing the first identity;

v. Changing the residence of the
witness to somewhere else;

vi. Providing a conveyance during a

Government vehicle to and from

the court on the date of hearing;

vii. To make sure the presence of a

further person at the time of

recording statements of the witness;

viii. Holding of in-camera trials;

ix. Using specially designed

courtrooms equipped with a method

mirrors, separate passage for the
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accused and therefore the witness

along side options to switch the

face or using voice change

mechanisms through software, of

the witness to suppress his identity;

x. Giving timely financial aids for the

subsistence of the witness from

the Witness Protection Fund;

xi. Apart from the above protection

measures, other miscellaneous

measures could also be haunted

at the request of the witness;

Apart from the above protective measures,

the witness may invite himself the other

measures by way of an application

forwarded to the Competent Authority.

PROCEDURE FOR FILING AND
PROCESSING THE APPLIANCE
UNDER THE SCHEME:

(i) the applicant seeking protection

under this scheme has got to file an

application (application form

attached in Annexure 1) before the

competent authority having

territorial jurisdiction along side

supporting documents through the

Superintendent of Police or at the

time of the trial;

(ii) on receipt of application by the

competent authority, the

Commissioner will formulate a

Threat Analysis Report keeping in

mind to impart full confidentiality

to the knowledge mentioned

therein and forward the report

back to the competent authority

within five working days;

(iii) in matters of urgency where
there's imminent threat an
interim order for the
protec

tion of

witnes

s and

his relations are often passed;

(iv) the Threat Analysis Report shall

contain the threat level perception

and should also contain some

suggestive measures for adequate

protection of the witness and his

family members;

(v) hearings in matter of Witness

Protection Application shall be

held in-camera by the competent

authority to take care of full
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confidentiality;

(vi) overall implementation of the
witness protection order to be
made by the top of Police of
the State/UT;

(vii) if just in case there's a

requirement to revise the Witness

Protection Order previously

passed, the Competent Authority

may forward an equivalent to the

Commissioner of Police to draft a

fresh Threat Analysis Report.

PROTECTION OF WITNESS IS
DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO THE
THREAT LEVEL PERCEPTION:

The scheme has divided the witnesses as

per threat perception into three categories:

Category A: Those cases where threat

extends to the lifetime of witness or

relations during the investigation, trial

or maybe thereafter.

Category B: Those cases where the

threat extends to safety, reputation or

property of the witness or relations

during the investigation or trial.

Category C: Cases where the threat is

moderate and extends to harassment or

intimidation of the witness or his

relations , reputation or property during

the investigation, trial or thereafter.

The Category ‘A’ forms the gravest

among all because the threat extending

therein may find its presence even after

the trial or investigation is complete.

Protection of Identity: The scheme

recognizes the protection of identity of the

witness. If the witness desires to guard his

identity he may file an application within

the prescribed form as per the Scheme

before a Competent Authority. The

competent authority there looks out for the

Threat Analysis Report for ascertaining the

quantum of threat possessed by the

witness or his relations and whether it

meets the wants to be eligible for an

identity protection order. However, during

the course of examining the appliance , the

identity of the witness shouldn't be

revealed to a person and after the aforesaid

examination the competent authority to

dispose off the appliance basis the fabric

available on record.
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Once an order of concealment of identity is

gone by the Competent Authority it shall

be the responsibility of

Department/Ministry of Home of

State/UT/Witness Protection Cell to

make sure that identity of the witness

or his relations be fully protected.

Change of Identity: The witness also

has the choice to vary his identity in

appropriate cases, the request for

change in identity by the witness is to

be entertained by the Commissioner of

Police or the SSP in District Police on

the parameters of threat perception.

The witness are often conferred with new

identities including new name, profession

and parentage and providing supporting

documents acceptable by the govt

agencies. However, such change in

identity shall haven't any bearing over the

tutorial , professional or property rights

of the witness.

Relocation of Witness: In the similar

manner as above by following the

procedural formalities and eligibility, the

witness has got to choice to be relocated

to a special place within the bounds of

State/Union Territory or territory of Union

of India keeping in sight the security ,

well-being and welfare of the witness.

Witness Protection Fund: Under the

scheme, there shall be a Witness Protection

Fund operated by the Ministry or

Department of Home Affairs under the State

or Union Territory, from which the

expenses of implementation of the Witness

Protection Order need to be met. The fund

is to be maintained by the States and Union

Territories and shall comprise of:

(i) Budgetary allocation made by

the Annual Budget presented

by the State Government;

(ii) Re

cei

pts

of

fin

es imposed under Section
357 of Code of Criminal
Procedure ordered to be
deposited by the courts;

(iii) Donations and contributions

from various charitable trust,

philanthropist and individual

permitted by the Government;

(iv) Fundscontributedunder

Corporate Social
Responsibility.
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CONCLUSION

The Witness Protection Scheme, 2018

has been approved by the Supreme

Court in its landmark judgement of

Mahendra Chawla v. Union of India,

making it the primary plan to bring the

protection of witness under the ambit of

law and putting the responsibility on

the State to implement it effectively.

Whittaker Chambers said that “A witness

may

be a

man

who

se
life

and faith are so completely one that when

the challenges come to exit and testify for

his faith, he does so, disregarding all the

risks, accepting all consequences.” The

role of witnesses in India throughout

different time allotments has recaptured its

significance and certainty within the

criminal trials. within the current scenario,

however the respect and dignity is lost

within the process of the trials. Hence the

Indian system must reinstate that respect

and dignity to the witnesses to make sure

fair trials and victims being delivered to

justice in true sense.

In recent year’s extremism, terrorism and

arranged crimes have grown and are

getting stronger and more diverse. within

the investigation becoming and

prosecution of such crimes, it's essential

that witnesses, have trust in criminal

justice system. Witness protection

program and witness protection laws are

just the necessity of great importance.

Truth be told, it's the nonappearance of

those laws that has helped in further

reinforcing the criminals and offenders.

Witnesses got to have the arrogance to

return forward to help enforcement and

prosecuting agencies .They should be

guaranteed that they're going to get

protection and security from intimidation

and therefore the harm that criminal

groups might seek to inflict upon them so

as to discourage them from co-operating

with the enforcement agencies and

deposing before the court of law. Hence,

it's time that a scheme is put in situ for

addressing the problems of witness

protection uniformly within the country.

The scheme is that the first attempt at the

national-level to holistically provide for the

protection of the witnesses, which can go

an extended way in eliminating secondary
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victimization. This scheme attempts at

ensuring that witnesses receive

appropriate and adequate protection. It

also strengthens the criminal justice

system within the country and can

consequentlyy enhance national security

scenario. Hence, the right implementation

should be made to make sure the

principles of Natural Justice and Rule of

Law as conceived by our constitution, is

maintained in its actual soul.
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RIGHTS OF RAPE VICTIM
DURING TRIAL

she is under sixteen years old.

Further clarification gave to the sec.

expresses that infiltration is adequate to

comprise the sex important to establish the

offense of assault, though the special case

leaves out conjugal assault inside and out

if the spouse isn’t under fifteen years old.

INTRODUCTION

A man is said to submit the offense
of assault with a women under the
accompanying six conditions:

Sex against the casualties will,

Without the casualties assent,

With her assent, when her assent

has been gotten by putting her or

any individual that she might be

keen on dread of death or hurt,

With her assent, when the man

realizes that he isn’t her better half,

With her assent, when at the hour of

giving such assent she was

inebriated, or is experiencing

weakness of brain and doesn’t

comprehend the nature and results

of that to which she gives assent,

With or without her assent when

"Rape isn't just a wrongdoing against

the individual of women (casualty), it

is a wrongdoing against the whole

society. It demolishes the whole brain

science of women and drove her into

profound enthusiastic
emergencie

s. It is

simply by

her sheer

resolution

that she rehabilitates herself in the general

public which, on coming to know about the

assault, peers downward on her in criticism

and disdain. Assault is, accordingly, the

most abhorred wrongdoing. It is a

wrongdoing against essential basic

liberties and is additionally violative of the

casualty's generally appreciated of the

Fundamental Rights, specifically, the Right

to Life contained in Article 21."

-Akshay Goel (2010)
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In the midst of the rush of outrage around

then, the public authority
vowed to

accelerate assault preliminaries, give
harsher punishments, incorporating capital

punishment
in outrageous
cases, and a
law

again
st
following. In

any case, insights show that since 2012,

announced assault cases climbed 60% to

around 40,000 out of 2016, with youngster

assault representing about
40%. The

conviction pace of individuals captured for

assault stays stuck at around 25%.

The build-up of assault cases forthcoming

preliminary remained at more than 133,000

before the finish of 2016, up from around

100,000 out of 2012, National Crime

Records Bureau information appeared. In

every year during that period, about 85% of

the complete assault cases being heard

stayed forthcoming. When all is said in

done, conviction rates for wrongdoing

against ladies — passings following

requests for settlement, attack, abducting

just as assault — are lower than for most

different violations. "The public authority

can make a hundred laws but then it will fall

flat on the grounds that there is no requirement,"

said Dushyant Dave, a senior



Supreme Court legal counselor. "It

needs to accept this as a scourge

and treat it appropriately, by totally

updating the police hardware,

investigators and the legal

framework," he said.

The death penalty

So far the lone approach reaction

to the most recent cases has come

from Maneka Gandhi, the pastor for

ladies and youngster improvement,

who has upheld applying capital

punishment for assault situations

where the casualty is under 12

years of age. At present, the

Supreme Court saves capital

punishment for outrageous cases,

as in the 2012 Delhi case. Five

individuals were sentenced for

assault and murder all things

considered

inside nine
months.

Four were

condemne

d to death

while an

adolescent

was

liberated subsequent to serving three
years.

A 6th blamed balanced himself in

his cell before the preliminary

finished up. A year ago, the top court

dismissed an allure by the four

condemned to death however they stay

waiting for capital punishment. An

examination by the National Law

University in Delhi found that 43 capital
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punishments were passed on for homicide

including sexual brutality in 2017,

practically twofold the earlier year's

number.A concentrate by Kailash Satyarthi

Children's Foundation, whose originator

shared the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize, figured

that as of the finish of 2016, the

accumulation of youngster sex manhandles

cases in the courts would take twenty years

to clear.Under the Protection of Children

from Sexual Offenses (POCSO) Act passed

in 2012, which covers casualties under 18

years, police should

gather proof inside a

month of the grumbling

being documented and

the court should finish

a preliminary inside a

year.

Conjugal Exception: In R Vs. R12, the

House of Lords extended the extent of

criminal risk by pronouncing that the

spouse could be charged as a central

wrongdoer in the assault of his significant

other. This choice appears to have wrecked

the security of the spouse from such

arraignment under the convention of

conjugal exclusion. This exclusion

depended on the conviction under which

the spouse was viewed as the husband’s

asset. She should have given an overall

agree to her better half as a characteristic

ramifications of the marriage. This has now

become an obsolete perspective on

marriage in England. In any case, the above

choice of the House of Lords has not been

continued in India-where conjugal

exception to the spouse actually exists.

RIGHTS OF RAPE VICTIMS DURING
TRIAL

The Supreme Court has

laid down the
following
guidelines for the
trial of rape cases:

1. The complaints of

sexual assault cases

should be provided
with legal representation. Such a person

should be well acquainted. The Advocates

role should not merely be of explaining to

the victim the nature of the proceedings, to

prepare for the case and assist her, but to

provide her with guidance as to how she

might obtain help of a different nature from

other agencies- for e.g. psychiatric

consultation or medical assistance.

2. Legal assistance should be provided at

the police Station, since the victim may be
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in a distressed state. Guidance and
support of a lawyer at this stage
would be of great help.

3. The police should be under a duty
to inform the victim of her right to a
counsel before being interrogated.

4. A list of lawyers willing to act in these

cases should be kept at the police station.

5. Advocates shall be appointed by the

Court on an application by the police at the

earliest, but in order that the victim is not

questioned without one, the Advocate shall

be
authorized
to act at the

police
Station

before leave of the Court is sought or

obtained.

6. In all rape trials, anonymity of the
victim must be maintained

7. It is necessary to setup Criminal

Injuries Compensation Board with

regard to the Directive Principles

contained under Article 38(1) of the

Constitution of India, as some victims

also incur Substantial losses.

8. Compensation for the victims shall

be awarded by the Court on the

conviction of the offender and by the

Criminal Injuries Compensation Board-

whether or not a conviction has taken

place. The Board will take into account

pain, suffering, shock as well as loss of

earnings due to pregnancy and child

birth if this accrued as a result of rape.

The National Commission for Women is

asked to frame schemes for compensation

and rehabilitation to ensure justice to the

victims of such crimes.

-Dhruv Rathee (2003)

AFTERMATH

Numerous survivors of assault would

prefer not to enlist a police grievance

because of the bulky methods that it
includes, and the unsupportive

environment at police headquarters.

Further, they should portray their difficulty

to male cops. Regardless of whether a

women summons up the fearlessness to

start criminal procedures, there are

unreasonable deferrals in the preliminary of

the case, with unnecessary dismissals. She

is in every case mentally bothered in open

courts, goes through long
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preliminaries and is compelled to

consistently depict her awful encounters

before individuals who see her declaration

with doubt. It has likewise been discovered

that much of the time the blamed gets

cleared for need for proof. The courts have

additionally neglected to give quick and

long haul alleviation to the person in

question, not to mention discipline to the

denounced. Every one of these issues were

taken a gander at when the CrPC was

changed in 2008 (7). These revisions

became effective in 2009.

An arrangement has been added to sec.

157 CrPC managing the technique of

examination corresponding to the

offense of assault. The account of the

assertion of the casualty will be led at

the living arrangement of the person in

question or in her preferred spot and, to

the extent practicable, by a women cop

within the sight of her folks or

watchmen or close to family members

or social laborer of the region.

As seen by Krishna Iyer, J. in Rafiques

case: "At the point when women is

violated, what is perpetrated isn't simple

actual injury yet the profound feeling of

some deathless disgrace… legal reaction

to Human Rights can't be blunted by

legitimate
fanaticis
m."
Subseque
ntly assault laws to be of incredible

discouragement, should have a helpful

casualty, proficient examination,

industrious indictment; and a speedy

preliminary. For else it will not be the

law, that fizzles, however the

candidates, the cycle and application.

Disappointment of law mirrors the

disappointment of the general public

to secure and serve humankind.

The revision to sec. 173 CrPC (7)

presently commands that examination

according to assault of a kid should be

finished inside a quarter of a year of the

date on which the data was recorded by

the official accountable for the police

headquarters. Likewise, when the report

is sent to a justice it ought to contain the

report of the clinical assessment of the

women where an examination identifies

with an offense under sec.s 376, 376A,

376B, 376C, and 376D IPC.

The alteration to sec. 309 CrPC has the

extra stipulation that when the request or

preliminary identifies with an offense under

sec.s 376 to 376D IPC, the request or
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preliminary will, quite far, be
finished inside a time of two months
(7) from the date of initiation of the
assessment of witnesses.

Despite the fact that the CrPC alteration

of 1983 to sec. 327CrPC itself

commanded in camera request and

preliminary for assault of an offense

under sec. 376, 376A, 376B, 376C or 376D

IPC, survivors of assault were as yet not

happy in court procedures. The 2008

correction to sec. 327CrPC permits an

in camera preliminary be led, simila

rly as
is

practi
cable,
by a

women judge or justice. It additionally

mostly lifts the restriction on printing or

distributing preliminary procedures

corresponding to an offense of assault,

subject to keeping up classification of the

names and addresses of the gatherings.

The correction of the CrPC in 2008 has

gotten reformist enactment by embeddings

another sec. 357(A) CrPC, the casualty

remuneration plot. All state governments in

discussion with the focal government are to

set up a plan for casualty remuneration.

On suggestion by the court for

remuneration, the region legitimate

assistance authority or state lawful help

authority should choose the quantum of

pay. There is additionally an arrangement

for alleviation after request by the state

or region legitimate help expert in those

situations where no preliminary happens

in light of the fact that the wrongdoer

can’t be followed or recognized.

-N.Jagadeesh (2010)

ANCHORAGE CASE (ALLAN JOHN
WATERS VERSUS STATE OF
MAHARASHTRA ON 23 JULY, 2008

AND CHILDLINE INDIA
FOUNDATION AND ANR VERSUS
ALAN JOHN WATERS AND ORS ON
18 MARCH, 2011)

In 2001, an instance of institutional

youngster sexual maltreatment was

uncovered in Colaba, Mumbai in which

British nationals and previous officials of

the naval force, Allan Waters and Duncan

Grant had begun a halfway house by the

name of Anchorage Home which was

focus of sex the travel industry for some

unfamiliar nationals. In March 2006, a
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Mumbai meetings court condemned

Grant and Waters to six years in jail on

the charge of homosexuality and

explicitly mishandling five minor young

men. They tested the conviction in the

Bombay High Court, which absolved

them in 2008. Anyway in 2011, Supreme

Court reestablished the conviction and

the sentence. Award and Waters have

since finished their sentence and gotten

back to the UK where they have been put

on the Sex Offenders Register.

Notwithstanding the way that the

procedural traditions (quantum and

disbursal strategy of compensation)

actually can't be worked out, this is to be

certain a reformist new development. It

has recognized the necessity for

monetary assistance towards the snappy

and long stretch reclamation of the inside

and out broke overcomer of attack.

The Delhi High Court judgment in 2009

A milestone judgment by the Delhi High

Court in Delhi Commission for Women v.

Delhi Police commanded certain

adjustments in the police framework,

wellbeing administrations, youngster

government assistance councils, legitimate

administrations and backing

administrations to offer equity to

casualties of assault. These progressions

were to be finished inside a time period.

Taking a gander at the inauspicious

conviction rates in sexual offenses,

objections about the
inhumane police

(analytical)frameworkand a heartless

society, the way that clinical sentiments

frequently need clearness and culmination,

and much clinical proof isn’t gathered in

any way, the
Delhi High
Court
articulated
its judgment
explicitly
ordering that
a SAFE Kit
(Sexual
Assault
Forensic
Evidence assortment pack) be utilized by all

clinical work force for get-together and

safeguarding actual proof after rape. It

unequivocally makes reference to the

substance of the unit: itemized guidelines for

the inspector, structures for documentation, a

cylinder for the blood test, a pee test holder,

paper packs for dress assortment, an

enormous piece of paper for the patient to

uncover over, q-tips for
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organic proof assortment, sterile water,

glass slides, unwaxed dental floss, a

wooden stick for fingernail scrapings,

envelopes or boxes for singular proof

examples, and marks. The accompanying

things could likewise be essential for the

pack – a Woods light, Toluidine blue color,

a drying rack for wet swabs and

additionally garments, a patient outfit, a

cover sheet, a cover, a cushion, needles

and needles for blood drawing, speculums,

“post-it” notes used to gather follow proof,

a camera (35mm, advanced, or polaroid),

batteries, a medscope or potentially

colposcope, a magnifying lens, surgilube,

acidic corrosive weakened splash, meds,

clean attire and shower/cleanliness things

for the casualty’s utilization after the

assessment. This is the first occasion when

that the court has ordered the essential

framework for an appropriate assessment

and furthermore the degree of assessment,

demanding definite documentation of

history and discoveries. Uncommon rooms

are to be set up for assault casualties to be

inspected in protection at each clinic

where such cases are gotten. All clinics

are needed to help out the police and

save the examples (that are generally

prone to fester) in fridges or cold

chambers till such time that the police

can finish their administrative work for

dispatch to a legal research center for

tests, including DNA. This is to guarantee

appropriate and safe stockpiling of proof.

This judgment likewise orders that all police

headquarters have a women police official

nonstop to comfort the person in question

and her family while enlisting a grumbling.

There should be sufficient security for

recording the assertion of the person in

question. All grievances of assault are

alluded quickly to assault emergency cells

and youngster government assistance

advisory groups, contingent upon the need.

Committed helplines, rapid examination,

quick clinical assessment, and preparing

modules for all police staff are likewise

ordered. Help from clinicians,

specialists and gesture based

communication specialists should be

looked for relying upon the need. The

judgment additionally requests installment

of remuneration to survivors of assault

according to the Supreme Court request in

the Delhi Domestic Working Women’s
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Forum v Union of India. As of now,

this judgment is material to the State

of Delhi. Such reformist decisions and

laws are needed at the public level to

smooth out the way toward getting

equity for all casualties of assault.

-N.Jagadeesh (2010)

NIRBHAYA CASE

Four Indian men, convicted of the
gang rape and murder of a student
in Delhi in 2012, have been hanged.

Akshay Thakur, Vinay Sharma, Pawan

Gupta and Mukesh Singh were sentenced

to death by a trial court in 2013. The four

were hanged in the capital's high-security

Tihar prison in the first executions in

India since 2015. The victim died from her

injuries days after being raped by six men

on a moving bus. The incident caused

outrage and led to new anti-rape laws in

India. The 23-year-old physiotherapy

student was dubbed Nirbhaya - the fearless

one - by the press as she could not be

named under Indian law. Six people were

arrested for the attack. One of them, Ram

Singh, was found dead in jail in March 2013,

having apparently taken his own life.

Another, who was 17 at the time of the

attack, was released in 2015 after serving

three years in a reform facility - the

maximum term possible for a juvenile in

India. In the last few months, all four

convicts filed petitions in the Supreme

Court in a bid to reduce their sentences to

life imprisonment. But the top court

rejected their petitions, leaving the men

with no other legal recourse. A last-minute

appeal to have the death penalties

commuted was also rejected hours before

the executions. Security was tight outside

the prison with a large number of police

and paramilitary personnel deployed to

maintain law and order. A group of people

carrying placards had gathered outside the

prison gates and began celebrating after

the executions were announced. Prime

Minister Narendra Modi tweeted on Friday

morning saying "justice has prevailed". He

added that the country had to "build a

nation where the focus is on women's
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empowerment". Despite the fact that this case

made rape and sexual violence against

women a focus, there has been no sign that

crimes against women are abating.

Recently-released figures from the National

Crime Records Bureau show police

registered 33,977 cases of rape in 2018 –

that is an average of 93 cases a day

THE SUPREME COURT ON

WEDNESDAY REFUSED TO
ENTERTAIN A PLEA WHICH HAD
SOUGHT PROPER
IMPLEMENTATION

OF GUIDELINES
REGARDING
PROTECTION OF

IDENTITY OF RAPE VICTIMS IN
WAKE OF THE PUBLICATION OF A
PHOTOGRAPH OF THE HATHRAS
VICTIM BY SOME MEDIA GROUPS.

A 19-year-old Dalit woman was allegedly

gang-raped by four men in Hathras on

September 14. She died on September 29

at Delhi's Safdarjung Hospital during

treatment. Her cremation at night by the

authorities, allegedly without the consent

of her parents, triggered a widespread

outrage. A bench headed by Justice NV

Ramana, which said the top court do not

think it proper to give any direction to the

government to legislate in this regard,

granted liberty to the petitioner to make

representation to the ministries of Home

Affairs, Law and Justice and Women and

Child Development on the issue."Having

heard the petitioners-in-person and

perusing the averments made in the

petition, we appreciate the efforts made

by the petitioners-in-person but do not

think it proper to give any direction to the

government to legislate," said the bench,

also comprising

Justices Surya Kant

and Aniruddha Bose.

While granting liberty

to the petitioner to

make representation to the authorities

regarding the issues raised in the plea, the

bench said, "We hope and trust that the

respondents (authorities) shall consider the

same and take appropriate action on

that."During the hearing, the petitioner had

also raised the issue of delay in the trial of

cases of sexual violence."These issues have

nothing to do with law," said the bench,

adding, "Right to freedom of expression is

there. There is enough law for this. It is

unfortunate that such incidents happen."
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CONCLUSION

Today, we are living in the 21st century,

yet we are being pulled back by the brutal

man centric, universal standards. Slender

arrangements like "kachchi sadak", i.e.,

feeble streets, if not changed with the

time will make us fall in the pit of male

controlled society. At places, where rules

and arrangements are solid, their

authorization is poor. After the instance

of Nirbhaya, Ministry of Health and Family

Welfare in 2014 gave certain rules and

conventions for medico lawful

consideration for the casualties of sexual

viciousness, yet not many states like

Madhya Pradesh embraced them, and it is

no big surprise that even in those the

condition is as yet defenseless.

Today, it is necessitated that we should quit

seeing individuals through different

channels of sexual orientation, race, rank

and so forth, and treat them as a being, as a

person, who has essential basic freedoms

and need like some other individual.

MARITAL RAPE IN INDIA

INTRODUCTION

India is one of 36 nations around the

globe where conjugal rape isn't

unlawful. The special case for

conjugal rape is cherished in its laws.

Under the Penal Code of India (IPC), section

375 characterizes rape as a criminal

offense and states that a man carries out

rape on the off chance that he has sex with

a lady without her assent or in the event

that she is a minor. Notwithstanding, as per

exemption 2 to Section 375, " A man's sex

with his own significant other the woman

not under age 15, isn't a rape." Hence,

Indian men could rape their spouses on the

off chance that they are more established

than 15. In a milestone judgment in 2018,

the Supreme Court of India held that it

would be viewed as rape if a man has sex

with his significant other in the event that

she is matured somewhere in the range of
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15 and 18. The legitimate period of
assent for ladies in India is 18.

Since quite a while ago, women activists

contended that agree to marriage can't be

understood as a long-lasting agreement to

sex. As per one investigation by the U.N.

Population Fund, more than 66% of wedded

ladies in India are beaten, raped, or coerced

to give sex between ages 15 and

49. The solitary plan of action against non-

consensual sex for wedded ladies is affable

arrangements under the Domestic Violence

Act to protect women or Section 498-An of

the IPC on savagery against spouse by the

husband or a husband's family members.

After the awful 2012 Delhi rape and murder

case shook the country, a panel was framed

under Justice J. S. Verma to reinforce the

criminal laws against rape. The Verma

Committee expressly suggested that the

exemption for conjugal rape should be

taken out. It additionally indicated that a

conjugal relationship isn't a guard against

rape, is unessential to the investigation into

whether the complainant asserted, and isn't

a moderating component legitimizing lower

sentences for rape.

Article 14 of the constitution discusses

equality; however, on account of conjugal

rape, it doesn't give equivalent rights for

her sexual craving. For the most part, when

a man has sex with a lady without her

assent, it is viewed as rape, and it is named

a criminal offense. The word assent is one

of the significant key variables to choose

whether it is a rape or as sex. Thusly, there

stands a question mark of what means can

rape by a spouse after marriage yet without

the assent can't be wrongdoing.

Unexpectedly, India gives more

significance to rape where visit laws are

made and refreshed concerning it, and

numerous measures are likewise taken by

the public authority to stop rape. Yet, then

again, the demonstration of conjugal rape

didn't get the criminal consideration that is,

it should get, and it stays unnoticed.

Even after the Delhi rape case, the Verma

advisory group proposed that conjugal

rape should be incorporated as wrongdoing

under Section 375 of the Indian Penal Code.

Numerous NGOs and associations and

investigate demonstrated that ladies in

India are experiencing conjugal rape;
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however, the public authority postpones

itself in indicating concern concerning this

issue. Although much concern isn't given

to conjugal rape, a few examination works

have grouped this unnoticed wrongdoing

as battering rape, the power just rape,

enthusiastic or over the top rape.

HISTORY OF MARITAL RAPE

When hitched, a man

is limited by union
obligations with

deference to his better

half and treat her with

dignity (Mukesh Garg,

vol 1, p 2). The idea of

wedding rape has developed in the new

period. Be that as it may, neither in the past

nor in the present have such laws been

shaped which arraign a wedded man for

constraining her significant other to have

intercourse with him. Precedent-based law

down not give any solution for such a

torment being caused to the lady and says

that the ties of the marriage commit a lady

and in this way needs to furnish her better

half with all that he requests. Nonetheless,

throughout the long term, with the

developing attention to sexual orientation

equity, the precedent-based law has also

been revised, consequently condemning

such exercises. In the current situation,

the created and the non-industrial

countries have stepped forward in

securing lady against such violations.

In India, conjugal rape is as yet not viewed

as an offense. Regardless of the law

commission's numerous endeavors in its

reports or bills raised before the Parliament,

this ghastly demonstration that

evacuates a marriage's

sacredness has not

been pronounced as an

offense. A wedded lady

in India has definitely

no laws to secure her,

and

everything just relies on the
understanding of the courts.

SECTION 375 OF INDIAN PENAL
CODE

Under Penal Code of India section 375, the

meaning of rape is the point at which a man

without the individual's assent or will has

sex. Segment 375 clarifies what rape is and

when a demonstration becomes rape. It
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also accommodates two special cases: an

operation and the other one is the sex of a

spouse with his better half who isn't 15

years or beneath isn't considered rape. In

any case, if the spouse is over the age of 18

and the husband has sex without her

assent isn't comprised as rape. Segment

375 considers just the rape of minor young

lady wrongdoing. The law stands one-sided

and doesn't give equivalent security to all

ladies. The highlight to be noted is we as a

whole might suspect area 375 doesn't

address conjugal rape, yet the purpose of

actuality is that the subsequent special

case tells "sex by a man with his significant

other," which implies they are lawfully

hitched.

Consequently, area 375 addresses conjugal

rape, however, with its constraint old

enough. This understanding implies that if

a lady is over the age of 18 and in the event

that she is hitched, at that point, the spouse

gets a permit to have sex without her

assent. In the event that against the will and

without the assent is two significant

highlights of rape, then at whatever point it

occurs by any men previously or after

marriage is rape.

PROTECTED LEGITIMACY

The rape laws in our nation which do

exclude conjugal rape are felt to abuse

Article 14 and 21 of the constitution.

INFRINGEMENT OF ARTICLE 14

Article 14, which states equity under the

law's steady gaze and equivalent assurance

of law, doesn't give equivalent security to

all ladies in this situation. The Indian

corrective code, when drafted during the

1860s, didn't acknowledge a wedded lady

as a free lawful substance and was

expressed continuously as an element

inside the spouse's ownership. In

demonstrating this, special case 2 of

Section 375 doesn't rebuff the spouse for

the demonstration of rape with his better

half however rebuffs the husband when

they have sex with their wives who are 15

years old or underneath. Hence the law

plainly segregates between wedded ladies

over the age of 15 and underneath the age

of 15. Special case, by not giving discipline,

energizes any sexual demonstration on the

off chance that they
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are significant and hitched. In this manner, criminal law.

Article 14 of the Constitution is abused.

The Domestic Violence Act, 2005 for the

protection of the women, was passed,

which thinks about conjugal rape as a sort

of nearby viciousness. Under this Act, a

woman can go to the court and get a lawful

segment from her better half for conjugal

rape. Conjugal rape is absurd: is a woman's

body raped, just as her love and trust are

harmed in this manner, tossing her it very

well may be said of unsteadiness and fear.

Her basic freedoms are surrendered at the

blessed spot of marriage. Anyway, the laws

to make sure about the interests of the

setbacks of conjugal rape are missing and

inadequate, and the methods taken are

unsuitable.

The key initiate of these "laws" is that consent

to marry incorporates consent to attract into

sexual activity. Be that as it may, does

consent to partake in sexual activity mean

consent to being demanded with sexual

violence? Severity makes a sensation of fear

and precariousness, causing the woman to

submit to sex. It isn't equivalent to consenting

to sex. The refinement among consent and

non-consent in contradistinction is

fundamental to

UNDER ARTICLE 21 OF INDIAN
CONSTITUTION, THE FREEDOM TO
LIVE WITH DIGNITY

In Francis Coralie Mullin v. Association

Territory of Delhi case (1981 AIR 746), the

right to life under Article 21 of Constitution

is featured. According to this case, Article

21 joins the option to live with human

nobility and all that goes with it, to be

explicit, the base basics of life, for instance,

sufficient sustenance, garments, and have

over the head and offices for perusing,

composing and communicating in assorted

structures, openly moving about and

blending and blending with individual

people. The option to live with human pride

is a champion among the most basic

segment of the privilege to life, which sees

an individual's freedom.

S.C has held in a catena of cases that the

offense of rape manhandles the privilege of

daily routine and the option to experience

human poise of the survivor of the

wrongdoing of rape. One such model is The

Chairman, Railway Board v. Chandrima Das.

(2000 (2) SCC 465) The Supreme Court has

seen that rape isn't only
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an offense under the Indian Penal Code, yet

is a wrongdoing against the general public

as an entirety. In Bodhisattwa Gautam v.

Subhra Chakraborty (1996 AIR 922) court

held that rape is less significantly a sexual

offense than an exhibit of aggression gone

for adulterating and embarrassing the

women. As such, the conjugal special case

guideline is violative of the mate's

qualification to live with human pride. Any

law which harms women's qualification to

live with poise and gives a mate suitable to

drive a spouse to have sexual intercourse

without her will is thusly unlawful.

assurance, sexual security. It is introduced

that educating conjugal rejection to rape

harms a married woman's qualification to

security by taking her to go into a sexual

relationship without needing to.

On account of State of Maharashtra v.

Madhkar Narayan (AIR 1991 SC 207), the

Supreme Court has held that each lady is

qualified for her sexual security, and it isn't

available to any and each individual to

abuse her protection as and at whatever

point he wished. In the milestone instance

RIGHT TO SEXUAL PRIVACY

The right to security isn't referenced in the

Indian Constitution. In any case, in a

progression of cases like Kharak Singh v.

Territory of U.P.( 1964 SCR (1) 332); Govind

v. Province of Madhya Pradesh, (1975 AIR

1378); Neera Mathur v. LIC (1992 AIR 392)

and so on, the Supreme Court has seen that

a privilege to security is inherently

guaranteed under the degree of Article 21.

The Right of Privacy under Article 21 fuses

an option to be permitted to sit unbothered

and not exasperated. Any kind of serious

sex harms the privilege of

of Vishakha v. Territory of Rajasthan (AIR

1997 SC 3011), the Supreme Court

expanded this privilege of protection in

workplaces moreover. Further, along a

comparative line, we can interpret that

there exists a privilege of protection to

have a sexual relationship even inside a

marriage. Hence by decriminalizing rape

inside a marriage, the special conjugal case

showing harms this privilege of protecting

a married woman and is therefore illicit.

Lawful researchers distinguish the
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accompanying three

sorts of conjugal rape

as, for the most part,

common in society.

Battering rape: In

battering rapes, ladies

experience physical and

sexual savagery in the relationship and

experience this viciousness differently.

Some are battered during the sexual

savagery, or the rape may follow a

genuinely brutal scene where the spouse

needs to make up and pressures his

significant other to have intercourse

without wanting to. Most conjugal rape

casualties fall under this classification.

Power just rape: In what is called power,

just rape, spouses utilize just the measure

of power important to pressure their wives;

battering may not be the quality of these

connections. The attacks are commonly

after the lady has rejected sex.

Over the top rape: Other ladies experience

what has been named savage or fanatical

rape; these attacks include torment or

potentially unreasonable sexual acts and

are frequently genuinely brutal.

WHY DO WE NEED TO

CRIMINALIZE
MARITAL RAPE?

Sexual independence,

for example, the option

to draw in oneself in an

actual connection with

another is essential

common liberty and furthermore goes

under the right to security, which is a

principal right (Puttaswamy case 2017). In

this way, there will be some discipline when

one's privilege has been abused. Non-

criminalization of conjugal rape prompts

infringement of Article 14 (right to balance)

and Article 21 (right to life) of the Indian

Constitution. It likewise breaks Article

19(1)(a) (right to the right to speak freely of

discourse and articulation) and Article 15

(option to no separation on the ground of

sex) of the Constitution of India. In-State of

Maharashtra v. Madhkar Narayan (AIR 1991

SC 207) Supreme Court held that each lady

was qualified for sexual protection and it

was not open to any and each individual to

disregard her security as a when he wished

or satisfied. There is no inferred agreement

to sexual relations upon impulses and likes

of the spouse. The privilege to sex is

certainly not a spouse's inalienable right in

the marriage, for quite, a correct thrashing

the very idea
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of uniformity and human poise.

In a report presented by the Justice Verma

Committee (Govt of India report, 2003), it

was utterly expressed that the special case

for conjugal rape should be eliminated. In

one of the new milestone judgment of

Independent Thought v. Association of

India and Anr (AIR 2017 SC 4904), the

Supreme Court of India passed a judgment

with respect to conjugal rape, where it was

held that spouse engaging in sexual

relations with his better half matured

somewhere in the age of 15 and 18 years

would comprise as rape and not a special

case. Notwithstanding, this judgment came

distinctly for a specific age gathering and

not for the casualties all in all. The

Petitioner obviously contended that it does

not worry with spouses whose age is o

ver eighteen. Anyway, when we admire the

instance of Sakshi v. Association of India

(AIR 2004 SC 3566), it was contended by the

NGO that where a spouse makes some

actual injury to his significant other, he is

culpable under the fitting offense and the

way that he is the husband of the casualty

is certifiably not a mitigating condition

perceived by law. Thusly, there is no

motivation behind why a concession

should be made in the matter of an offense

of rape/rape simply because the spouse

turns out to be over a specific age.

CONJUGAL RAPE UNDER
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ACT, 2005

The 2005 Domestic Violence Act for the

Safety of Women thinks about sexual

maltreatment as aggressive behavior at

home under area 3(a). Further, under

Explanation-I accommodated Section 3,

the Act indicates that sexual

maltreatment will incorporate any lead of

sexual nature that debases, mortifies, or

influences the lady's poise.

Along these lines, however, conjugal rape

isn't considered an offense under the Indian

Penal Code; the Domestic Violence Act thinks

about sexual maltreatment by a spouse as

abusive behavior at home against the wife. In

any case, the proposition before the

Parliament to condemn conjugal rape is as

yet substantial as no attacker should be

absolved from criminal risk in
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the event of rape for the sake of the

conjugal relationship because disregarding

the protection of a lady can't be authorized

with marriage. One of the fascinating

perspectives on spousal rape has as of late

been made by Justice J.B. Pardiwala, who,

while tuning in to the instance of

Nimeshbhai Bharatbhai Desai v. Territory

Of Gujarat[R/Criminal Misc. Application Nos.

26957, 24342 of 2017] indicated utter

disappointment to the impediments of the

correctional law. He believed that the

absolute legal annulment of the conjugal

rape is the main fundamental advance in

instructing social orders that dehumanized

treatment of ladies won't go on without

serious consequences and that the

conjugal rape is definitely not a spouse's

advantage, yet rather a rough

demonstration and a bad form that should

be condemned. He pushed for equivalent

rights to ladies regardless of their conjugal

status and saw that the best way to

eliminate the damaging perspectives that

elevate conjugal rape is to condemn it.

CONCLUSION

An essential thing that

should have been done

is to show the two people that they are

equivalent to one another, and none is

better than another. A good, just as lawful

help is required for ladies to get to that

position where they have the right to be in.

They will be instructed of raising voice

against the abominations occurring over

them, and conjugal rape is one such

barbarity. Conjugal rape is rape, so why

two measuring sticks quantify solitary

wrongdoing with a similar impact to the

person in question? Indian law book, on

one side, offers discipline to those

outsiders who rapes a young lady yet

clears or rebuffs for various pity offenses

(when contrasted with rape), a similar

individual when he is hitched to the person

in question. The spouse's body is

unqualifiedly her own, and she will

undoubtedly yield her body until she feels

that she can do as such with the full tide of

eagerness and love. Anyway, in Indian

culture, a lady is instructed that after

marriage, the spouse possesses her; she is

dealt with not as an individual, but rather

as a thing, an item that

has been given over to

the husband's sole

ownership by her

family. She is never

permitted to leave
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marriage by society since she was
being raped by her better half
consistently after the marriage.

The need for great significance along these

lines is to condemn this detestable present

in the general public. Enough of talking,

raising voice against it, joining as ladies

abandoning the character of mother or

sister and an exacting law is all that

required to check out conjugal rape. The

ladies should approach holding hands with

one another and battle for their privileges.

Constrained conjugal sex should be

brought inside the ambit of rape under

Section 375 of IPC. A conjugal or other

connection between the culprit and the

casualty ought not to be taken as legitimate

protection, nor should it be viewed as a

relieving factor defending a lower sentence

of rape. All things considered, society

needs to examine this issue, and they need

to instruct and uphold their little girls to

speak loudly when she feels stifled. There

should be sufficient mindfulness with the

goal that neither neediness nor ignorance

turns into a hindrance in the way of

condemning this enemy of moral practice.
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RIGHT TO FREE LEGAL AID

INTRODUCTION

Right to legal aid is nothing but a right to

enforce other rights guaranteed to us even

from rights such as petty as Stalking to the

most important right of the Constitution'1.

There are different kind of rights given to

general public and citizens such as legal

rights, Constitutional rights, Statutory

rights, Right in Rem, Right in Personam

and other rights which are enforceable in

the court of law and not like moral rights.

When a person's legal rights have been

infringed he/she can go to the court and get

a suitable remedy in accordance with the

law. The main problem arises when one

doesn't have sufficient resources to file a

case against the offender or Access the

court of law for justice and when an

accused doesn't have sufficient resources

to fight the case then he/she can go to the

judge and ask for legal aid assistance or to

the respected Legal Service Authority of

that Jurisdiction.
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ORIGIN OF THE CONCEPT AND
TIMELINE OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
REGARDING RIGHT TO LEGAL AID

The evolution of the idea of legal aid came

up in France during the year 1851, which

provided legal help to the needy and poor

people. Later in 1940's, U.K developed and

adopted the concept of free legal aid

services. In India, post-independence legal

aid development was initiated by the

formation of the Bombay Committee in 1949

under the Chairmanship of Mr. N. H.

Bhagwati,

followed by

the below

mentioned

sequence of

reports, committees and rules. Trevor

Harries Committee in West Bengal, 1949,

initiatives by the State Governments such

as The Legal Aid formed in 1952 in UP,

The Legal Aid Committee formed in

Madras in 1954, and so on. Kerala Legal

Aid (to the poor) Rules, 1957, 14th Report

of the Law Commission of India, Central

Government Scheme, 1960, National

Conference on Legal Aid, 1970.1 The

1 Varun Pathak, A Brief history on Legal Aid,
A Brief History of Legal Aid
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concept was further developed by the Legal

Aid Committee, 1972 titled Committee on

Legal Aid titled “Processionals Justice to

Poor” under supervision of Justice. V.R.

Krishna Iyer which made recommendations

to the a two member committee known as

the Juridicare Committee whose report was

titled Report on National Juridicare: Equal

Justice – Social Justice (hereinafter

referred as the 1977 report), which was

appointed by the Government of India, of

Justice P. N. Bhagwati as Chairman and

Justice V. R. Krishna Iyer as member.

IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS

The 1977 report first focused on the

infrastructure of the legal services of

the organization and clearly stated

that it was not to be a department of

the Government but an autonomous

institution headed by the Judge of

the Supreme Court. The body would

have representations from the Bar

Associations, the Government, the

Parliament and the Judiciary as well

as the voluntary associations and

social workers and that there would

be a multi-tier set up for the Legal Aid

Organisation.

Funds from the State needed for



conciliation in every legal
service committee.
Legal Aid Clinics should be made

in universities and colleges for

more reach to the public.

Then, 42nd Amendment Act, 1976 was

passed which added Article 39A to the

Constitution of India providing free legal

aid to the poor and weaker sections of the

society and ensures justice for all. Articles

14 and 22(1) of the Constitution and also

make it obligatory for the State to ensure

equality before law and a legal system

which promotes justice on the basis of

equal opportunity to all. In the year 1987,

the Legal Services Authorities Act was

enacted by the Parliament which came into

force on 9th November, 1995 to establish a

nationwide uniform network for providing

free and competent legal services to the

weaker sections of the society on the basis

of equal opportunity. The National Legal

Services Authority

(NALSA) has been constituted under the

Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987 to

monitor and evaluate implementation of

legal aid programmes and to lay down

policies and principles for making legal

services available under the Act.2

Legal Services Authority Act, 1987 was

brought to bring a mechanism to provide

financial aid for legal services and for

formation of Lok Adalat and Legal Service

Authorities at different level as the apex

authority being National Legal Service

Authority then apex for each state being

State Legal Service Authority and lowest

being the District Legal Service Authority

which handles the matters in relation of

granting legal aid services to people who

are SC/ST, Human trafficked, mentally or

physically disabled, Women, Children,

Victims of natural disaster and people who

have a yearly income below 50,000 RS.3

Legal aid can be provided in all cases

related to civil4, criminal5, judicial, quasi-

judicial and others except cases of Slander,

Malicious prosecution, Contempt of Court,

Offence against which

2NALSA BRIEF,
https://doj.gov.in/sites/default/files/NALSA%20BRI
EF.pdf
3Section 12 of Legal Services Authority Act, 1987
4XXXIII. Rule.18 of Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
5Section 304 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973
amended due to 48th Law Commission Report
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fine is not more than 50 RS, Monetary

offences and offences against social laws.

SHEELA BARSE VS UNION OF INDIA
& OTHERS, 1988

In Sheela Barse's case, Sheela a

journalist sent a letter to the Chief Justice

of India regarding the duty of the courts

and judicial authorities obligation under

article 39[f] of Constitution of India, 1950,

which determines the constitutional

obligation on the state/states to enforce

Children Act all over the country and

visits of district judges to the jail for child

prisoners to examine the conditions

according to the benefit of Jail manual.

She complained about the custodial

violence against women prisoners while

confined in police lockup in Mumbai. The

letter was treated as writ petition turned

into Public Interest Litigation from which

Sheela later withdrew her name. The

unfortunate execrable conditions in

which females were kept in lockups.

Certain decisions were also passed but

were not followed by all the courts. A

Supreme Court Legal Aid Committee was

formed which looked into it for support

of legal assistance to them.

DIRECTIONS GIVEN BY SUPREME
COURT

The cost of getting ready of

affidavits, reports, rejoinders

and other documents shall

be borne by Union of India.

High Courts were asked to list all

the PIL's in their jurisdictions and

ordered every Chief justice of

High Court to appoint a judge of

that court to resolve such issues.

High Courts may pass orders to

enhance conditions of places

where women and children are

kept.
High Court Legal Aid Committee

should be dealt as the solicitor

in the issue of that High Court.

High Court Legal Aid

Committee and Advice board

will help High Courts to check

the consistence with the

application requests and pass
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orders in light of realistic
conditions.

Women lockup
environment
shouldn't involve
male prisoners in it
and while
interrogation and
other procedures a
women constable
shall be present.

Whenever a person is

detained/arrested the person must
be taken to the court in 24 hours

and district legal committee

shall also be informed for those

who need legal assistance.

Legal profession being a

noble profession an advocate

shall always try to help the

poor, needy and the backward

class people rather than cheat

and defraud them.

CONCLUSION

The main aim of right to legal aid

programme is to provide legal access to

justice from the poorest of the poor to

women & children and disabled person.6

The programme was to build a system for

everyone and where everyone can the

knock the doors of justice with competent

legal support while cost being paid by the

Indian government mostly. This article

mentions about the historic events which

occurred so that our government enacted a

full fledged legal support system for the

deprived and underprivileged to equal

opportunity to fight their case.

The main transformation started occurring

during the late 20th Century from the 1972

committee of Justice. V.R.Krishna and till

the end of the Judicare committee of 1977

headed by Justice. P.N.Bhagwati including

the addition of articles in part IV of the

Constitution by the 42nd Amendment Act,

1976.

Then came the turning point during the

late 80’s when the Legal Service

Authority bill, 1987 was passed and just

after that in 1988 the Supreme Court of

India in Sheela Barse's case upheld the

social & fundamental duty of state to

perform it’s actions in support of legal

aid to different categories of people

while taking cognisance of a non-

justiciable right added by

6Id
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Amendment Act, 1976 through a
writ petition.

These events in history led to establishment

of a nationwide uniform network for free

legal help after the enactment of Legal

Service Authority Act in 1995. Due to which

we have NALSA, DLSA, SLA and Lok

Adalat’s all over the country to help the

backward person from then this structure is

followed even after 25 years.

‘CYANIDE MALLIKA’: INDIA’S FIRST
CONVICTED FEMALE SERIAL KILLER

ABSTRACT

K. D. Kempamma popularly known as

‘CYANIDE MALLIKA’ is the first female serial

killer of India. She had done her first murder

in 1999 at the age of 45 years. In 2001, she

was arrested by the Bidadi police station

while trying to rob jewels from a house

where she was performing a ritual.

Kempamma killed 6 women in 8 years and 5

of them is done in the month of October to

December in 2007. She able to enticing

victims from female temple devotees and

creates believe in the victims that she is their

well-wisher able to solve their problems and

becomes friend with the victim. After gaining

their confidence she would call them
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to another temple, manipulate them in the

lord asking to coming in their best clothes

and jewellery like a bride and after having

a pooja in the temple she ask the victims

to have a private pooja in a deserted place

in the outskirts of the city and give them

‘holy water’ with cyanide to drink and

prasad which is mixed with cyanide and

close victim nose and within few minutes

victim had died and them Kempamma

looted all the jewellery and money from the

victim and ran away from that place.

Kempamma because of her chit fund

business which causes them huge losses

and due to this she also had go to jail for her

chit business. Then for the living she had

done various jobs, including becoming a

domestic worker and a goldsmith’s assistant.

She also stole from the household she work

as a domestic worker and also included with

the conversation between rich women in

gold shop. And from there she get an idea of

murder with cyanide and rob all there

expensive jewellery and money.

KEYWORDS: Cyanide, Serial-Killer,
Jewellery, Death Sentence.

LIFE, CRIMES OF K. D. KEMPAMMA
A.K.A CYANIDE MALLIKA

Kempamma is born in the village named

Kaggalipura, in Karnataka. She is from low

class family but able to meet their expenses

which is necessary. But Kempamma was

unsatisfied with whatever life was giving her-

she wanted more, much more. She was

always drawn to be more luxurious life. And

she was always in favour of the easiest path

towards her goals. Kempamma is married to

a Tailor and had 3 children but was

abandoned by her husband in 1998. But her

husband discontinue his relationship with

CRIMES

Kempamma had an accusation of many

murder but she had proven guilty only for 6

murders. Kempamma go to the temples

frequently which are near to Bangalore and

search for those women who appeared to be

in some distress. When she found the

women who are in some distress she tries to

become friends with them and make trust in

those women by listening to their problems

and afterwards when the trust is built she

give some suggestions to women to
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overcome their problem by having a mandal

pooja in temple. She shows them that she is

very religious person that knows very much

about religious practices. Then, after when

women agrees with her she told to come like

a bride with full of jewellery and good

clothes for the lord and do not anybody of

this pooja because if women tell anybody

then there will be no advantage of the pooja

and after the mandal pooja ends she takes

the woman for a main private pooja at the

outskirts of the city . When woman come to

the deserted place

kempamma start her fake

ritual and ask woman to

close her eyes and nose

and force her to drink

cyanide water and tells to

eat prasad laced with

cyanide. Within few

minutes the women will die and kempamma

stole all their jewellery and money and ran

away from that place and she change her

identity after every murder. She had learned

about killing by cyanide through a jewellery

store where she had worked as it is used for

cleaning the ornaments and motivated by

seeing movies to kill by cyanide. Killing by

this particular way she got her named

‘Cyanide Mallika’ by the media.

Kempamma has also got arrested in 2000
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where she worked as a household cleaner

in Bidadi by the police officers for robbing

valuable objects from one member of the

house when there is a ritual ceremony

happened in the owner house. However,

victim is safe because she screamed and

other members came up to protect her and

saved her life and Kempamma got arrested

and remain in the jail for 6 months and got

released after the punishment time is over.

VICTIMS

Kempamma had done her

first murder on October

19, 1999 in Hoskote

village in Karnataka. Her

first targeted victim is 30

year old Mamatha Rajan

that was killed while she was praying alone

with kempamma at deserted place. And a

rise of a devil in 2007, in which she killed five

more women from October 10 to December

18. Elizabeth was her second victim; she was

52 year old women from Satanur. Elizabeth

was worried about her granddaughter who

was missing and then kempamma attract her

to solve their problem and ask her to come at

Kabalamma temple and killed her.

Yashodhamma is her third victim who is 60

years old killed at



Siddaganga Mutt, Kyata-Sandra on

December, 2007 as kempamma was

offered to get her relief from her Asthma

disease. Muniyamma is her fourth victim

who is 60 years old women who wanted to

become a devotional singing. Muniyamma

is from Yelahanka and murdered at

Yadiyur Siddalangeshwar temple. Pillama,

aged 60 year priest at Hebbel temple was

her fifth victim killed in a place named

Maddur Vyadyanathapura. Kempamma

gives fake promise to sponsor a new arch

for the Hebbel temple. A 30 year old

woman named Nagaveni was the last

victim of Kempamma. She was killed while

she was sleeping and she wanted to have

a son but couldn’t able to be pregnant and

praying for it; hence was childless.

It was believed that kempamma has done

one more murder of a 22 years old named

Renuka at the centre of the temple at kolar

district in 2006 at the temple dormitory on

December 7. It was blamed by Renuka’s

sister, Mani thinking that kempamma would

be the murderer of her sister. As Renuka

was living with Mani at her house as her

husband is working in Dubai. Mani knows

kempamma as both of them worked in a

same place where Mani was domestic

worker and kempamma a cook. As they

were fellow worker Kempamma used to

visited Mani's house often, and had a

friendship with Renuka. Shankar that is

huband of Renuka reported an FIR on

missing of Renuka to the police station on

December 7, 2006 when he came back

from Dubai. And it was believed that

Kempamma told Renuka that she will give

birth to male child if she conduct a ritual

pooja told by kempamma at the temple.

Police also confidently believed that

kempamma was the murder of the Renuka.

After the reality of kempamma comes up

many people came forward by believing

that their missing family members are also

abducted by kempamma as she knows all

of them and should be murder by her. A

total of five cases of missing people were

related to Kempamma in 2009 and two of

the missing women’s bodies had been

found and linked with Kempamma.

ARREST AND CONVICTIONS

For the first time kempamma was arrested in
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the year 2000 by the Bidadi police when she

trying to rob jewels from the house where

she was gone for practice a ritual but in the

end she was unsuccessful as the victim

women screames and then protected by her

family members and finally was sentenced to

jail for a term of 6 months and released there

after completing her term.

Thereafter, Kempamma got arrested on

31st December, 2008 when she was at

the bus stand. She got arrested for try
selling jewellery which belongs to the
victim. And she was selling the
jewel by changing her

her real name to

“Jayamma” and she

was caught because

she was seen by an

individual selling jewel

illegal and complaint to the police about her.

When she was caught they found money and

valuables from her of the victim. At the

interrogation by the police kempamma

accepted her guilt. Police believe that the

valuable items she have is from the robbery

she had done from unknown murders.

Finally, Kempamma find guilty of multiple

murders in different trials. She was given the

punishment of death sentence for the murder

of Muniyamma in 2010. She also got

another death sentence punishment for the

murder of Nagaveni in 2012. She was given

the death penalty then, she become the first

women to given death penalty in Karnataka

and India’s first female serial killer. But her

judgement in case of Nagaveni murder was

commuted into life in prison because the

court does not found any circumstantial

evidence against kempamma.

Then, again in 2017 kempamma was

highlighted in the news when she become

jail neighbour of V.K.Sasikala and

kempamma has

requested the jailer to

meet Sasikala

repeatedly. Then

kempamma has shifted

to another jail as she

posted to kill Sasikala

in the cell. However this argument is

discouraged as it is being said that two

were very friendly and kempamma

even get food for Sasikala during the

meal time as she respected her and did

not want her to wait in line for the food.

WHY DID SHE COMMIT THE CRIMES?

KD Kempamma a.k.a ‘Cyanide Mallika’,
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was motivated purely by greed and
the desire for better material comfort.

It was believed that women character is

regarded as caring, nurturers, selfless and it

is hard to digest that can kill in cold blood

for the Indian society. There is a stereotype

that murders are mostly done by males;

women also sometimes do with similar

application of heinous crimes like a male

murderer. The only difference between a

male and woman murderer is that their

motivation to do the crimes. Where
male murderer do the crimes with a
intend of sexual violence, sadness of
loneliness, lust and weaken feeling
whereas Woman intend is mostly for

economical benefits by the result of
the crime so as with Kempamma.
What similar between them is
greediness and mental instability.

In the search of motivations of these brutal

killers we can say that greed is the sole of
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every individual serial killer. Likewise
in this Cyanide Mallika case which is
1st female serial killer of India had
done all the crimes with the pure
motivation of greed and the want to
live a rich life full of material comfort.

K.D. Kempamma who is a 45 years old

woman was given the name of Cyanide

Mallika by the media when she was

arrested as she had done multiple

murder over the land of Bangalore cold

bloodedly using potassium cyanide.

Kempamma made her target on helpless

women who come to city’s temple for

seeking remedies of their situation. Mostly,

the victims are facing the problem of not

having pregnancy, or family related

problems and all were deeply into

performing ritual practice and obtaining

inner peace for their help. But all those

women had a very cruel fate in which

where they go for peace gets in the form of

death by Kempamma who all these women

thought of very spiritual middle aged

women who turn into murderer of women

for her greed and she used to play with

their feelings directly hitting into these

women problem into the solution.

Cyanide Mallika case is puzzled. To justify

any crime of the criminals we can know the



nature of crime by

looking at the past life of

the criminals and there

we can find the evidence

of their crime but K.D.

Kempamma case there

was clue about her

heinous crimes. By seeing the whole

situation of the crime scene one thing is

confirmed that kempamma had done the

crime only for money to have a good

materialistic life. As she called the victims

to come well dressed and put on the

jewellery like a bride which later by killing

the victim rob the valuables and ran away

from the murder place. Police has also

stated that kempamma had done murder

for only the sole purpose of robbery and

had no psychological problem.

When kempamma was young was married

to tailor as she belongs to low class family

and she doesn’t want to led that old simple

life, she was very fond of luxury living and

have good life without any economical

tension so it might be true that her trait is

of robbery but not a criminal for sure.

It can be proved by the previous life where

she trying to make money by bad things like

chit fund even it is failed shortly and she has

to go to jail. It would be probably possible

that after returning from

the punishment she had

worked in various low

level income jobs like

domestic workers, gold

assistant or any small

works. She would think

that she cannot become rich by doing

this so for this she transferred her bad

journey of crime. Economical poverty

is the only reason for her crimes.

This case proves that we should change

our stereotype thinking about women do

crimes not only by force or due to

psychological imbalance which some real

life happening had occurred to her. She

can do anything like male counterparts for

her benefits. Cases like this will change or

traditional thinking drastically we have to

digest that whether the criminal is male or

female it doesn’t matter it is all about how

an individual conscience works for

achieving something.

In 2010, a Tumkur court had awarded her

death sentence for the murder of

Muniyamma, in Yediyur Siddalingeshwara

temple in Kunigal taluk.
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SHOULD MARIJUANA BE
LEGALIZED IN INDIA

Introduction:
Marijuana is a drug which is derived from

the cannabis plant, which has been used

from ancient times for medicinal purposes

in Asia around 500 BC. The evolution of

cannabis plant in Asia was way before it

was introduced in Africa and Europe.

Marijuana has an ancient history of

medical, spiritual and recreational uses

in India. Indians started using marijuana

for medicinal uses from 1000 BC, they

usually created a drink out of the mixture

of marijuana, milk and other ingredients.

This drink is called bhang which was

used in ancient India for anti- phlegmatic

and anesthetic effects. In ancient times

the Indians may have used this plant to

cure fever and to fight fatigue

The spiritual uses of the plant
cannabis has even described in
scared Hindu texts such as Vedas.

As per Vedas it was said that
cannabis was one of the five sacred
plants, cannabis was called as a
source of happiness and joy giver
The cannabis is also associated with the

lord Shiva. It has been said by a legend

that Shiva once wandered off into fields

after an angry discourse with his family.

Drained from the family conflict and the

hot sun, he fell asleep under a leafy

plant .when he woke up his curiosity led

him to sample the leaves of the plant.

Instantly rejuvenated, since then Shiva

made the plant his favorite food and thus

he is known as the Lord of Bhang.

In the mediaeval period, during the

wars soldiers too used to drink bhang

in order to gain strength and agility.

Thickets of cannabis are wildly grown in

Himalayas, china and Pakistan
Attributable to the socio-political

intervention of the Taliban terrorist group

and exponential growth in poverty over

these years Afghanistan government has

floundered and became the largest

trafficking country of cannabis past decade.

(psychologytoday,2019)

Effects:
While many people smoke or vape it, it

can also be consumed as an ingredient

in food, brewed tea, or oils.
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Different methods of taking the drug may

affect your body differently. When you inhale

marijuana smoke into your lungs, the drug is

quickly released into your bloodstream and

makes its way to your brain and other organs.

It takes a little longer to feel the effects if you

eat or drink marijuana. When inhaled,

marijuana smoke enters our bloodstream

through our lungs and can have distinct long

term effects such as burning of mouth,

bronchitis, lung irritation, glaucoma release,

acceleration of heartbeat, memory sabotage

and problems

in retention of

information, enfeebled

immune system and if

taken frequently it can

also increase chances

of various lung cancers

and respiratory diseases like asthma. Intense

dosage of marijuana on frequent intervals

can lead to hallucinations, delusions and

mental health issues like anxiety.

Schizophrenia patients and pregnant women

should refrain from consuming marijuana as

it can further deteriorate their health.

Difficulty in thinking, occurrence of

accidents and risks of cancers and heart

attacks are the common effects of the use of

marijuana. (healthline.com)

People who consume heavy dosages fall into

"marijuana use disorder", and it is barely

possible to quit. Teenagers and minors are

more likely to develop this disorder.

As we know, nothing interesting is ever

utterly one sided, same goes with marijuana.

Even after the deliberation that laid emphasis

on the banes of marijuana, some positive

aspects are pertinent to the discussion. A

popular belief states that some of its

compounds called cannabinoids (CBD) help

in pain relief management.

These cannabinoids are

often found in creams

and balms as CBD in

marijuana reduces pain

and thus helps to treat

patients that have

chronic pain such as

arthritis and migraine. It is always believed

that the CBD in marijuana reduces the

inflammation and thus improves overall

health. Under the prescription of doctors,

marijuana can treat mental disorders like

anxiety, PTSD, Parkinson's disease, Epilepsy

etc. As marijuana helps reduce tremors by

improving motor skills and enhancing sleep

in a patient. Various compounds in cannabis

helps to stimulate moods which can help

treat depression and anxiety and can help

children with autism.
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Cannabis can also help

an individual suffering

from multiple sclerosis.

It is also proven that

marijuana has helped

prevent diabetes as it

stabilizes blood sugar and improves blood

circulation. (medicinalnewstoday.com),

(medicinalnewstoday.com),

(healtheuropa.eu.com)

Consumption and trafficking:
India is a land of vast history and spirituality.

The usage of marijuana dates back to the very

beginning of Indian culture and since then it's

medicinal purposes have been acknowledged.

It has known to cure ill health and bring joy.

even after these beliefs prevailing in our

society, in the 1961 convention the Indian

delegation has demonstrated its disagreement

to the extensive social and religious

consumption of cannabis, as a result of the

religious sentiments and customs Bhang was

excluded from the legal definition of cannabis

from the NDPS act 1985, but commercial

holdings of drugs like Charas, Ganja, Marijuana

and other forms of Cannabis was criminalized.

Unfortunately even after legal efforts to limit

the consumption, cultivation and trafficking of

Cannabis there are no

visible signs in the

criminal offences of

NDPS. A 2019 report

by the national

dependent treatment

center under AIIMS

noted that about 7.2 million people in

India are addicted to Cannabis. Although

marijuana is illegal in India, but is readily

available with drug dealers who target

university students and youngsters who

are more likely to fall in the trap of drug

addiction. According to the 2018 index

by the German data firm ACBD, cities

like New Delhi and Mumbai consumed

38.2 tonnes and 32.4 tonnes of marijuana

respectively which was highest in the

world. (indianexpress.com,2020)

Routes followed by drug traffickers are not

only utilized for trafficking illicit drugs but

also for clandestine transit of weapons and

human trafficking and therefore these

routes pose a severe threat to the nation's

security and peace. To cite an example, the

explosives that were used in Dawood's

1993 terrorist attacks in Mumbai were

trafficked on the same route that were

used to traffic drugs by the Dawood gang.

Due to its proximity, India has been

experiencing a highly susceptible position of
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illicit marijuana trafficking from Nepal and

Bhutan. India adopted a rather

comprehensive approach to curb the

problem of illicit drug consumption and

trafficking by acknowledging the need to

not only decrease the inflow of drugs into

the domestic territory but also to decrease

the demand for these substances in the

domestic market. This discussed approach

constitutes of four elements:

1. Ensuring the enactment of legislation.

2. Implementation of physical
security on the borders and coasts.

3. Engendering cooperation and
solidarity with neighbors in the
context of drug trafficking
4. Cooperating with NGOs,

Intergovernmental organizations and

international institutions that work in the

similar interest to support the national

endeavor to curb narcotics abuse and

consumption of synthetic
drugs.(legalserviceindia.com) ,
(unodc.org) Medical Marijuana:

Cannabis is now found almost in every part of

the world. Its usage is increasing day by day

and has now become the most dominant illicit

drug due its cheap price as compared to other

drugs, except from the natural use of wildly

grown cannabis, the plant can further be

processed by chemically converting them
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into semi synthetic drugs which are

permissible to treat various diseases to work

more efficaciously. Scientists have discovered

various chemicals that are similar to THC and

thus are processed into various pain killers.

The CBD oil which is found into the roots of

medical marijuana has been active to treat

insomnia and anxiety, unlike other chemicals

CBD is not psychoactive and thus has been

approved by the FDA as a legitimate drug. The

FDA has even approved EPIDIOLEX which is

derived from the CBD oil, as a medicine to treat

seizures. SATIVEX a mouth spray is now

prescribed drug which has natural extracts of

the cannabis plant. DRONABINOL is a drug

which treats nausea in cancer patients, it is

also an appetite stimulant for AIDS patients.

NABILONE is a drug which treats cancer

patients. Scientists are still discovering the

chemical properties from marijuana to treat

various diseases at large.
(medicalmarijuana.procon.org)

Marijuana and addicts:



According to the survey conducted by AIIMS

nearly 7 million people consume marijuana.

The report says states such as Punjab, Delhi,

Uttar Pradesh topped the list with having N

number of addicts as availability of

marijuana in this region is very easy and

thus the number of traffickers and smugglers

in the country has risen. Not only in India but

the addicts and drug related crimes have

risen globally, around 150 million people

consume marijuana every year. This has led

to bad impact on a society as there is

complexity between drugs and the

increasing crimes.
https://alphahealingcenter.in/weed-
becoming-need-indian-youth-one-
can-prevent/

USA and marijuana

States have been legalized the use of

Marijuana in USA, but is still illegal under

the Federal Laws. The Controlled

Substances Act (CSA) 1990 has classified

cannabis as s schedule-I drug, which

indicates that there is a high potential for

abuse and no approved of medical usage,

under federal ales cannabis treated like

every other drug such as cocaine or heroin.

Federal laws are very strict and can thus

have a severe punishment for the guilty.

However states have a conflict with the

federal laws as the policies of medical and

recreational use of cannabis vary greatly.

Using of marijuana for trafficking and

illegal use is still prohibited even in the

states. Few states in USA have allowed the

medical or recreational use of cannabis

under the doctor`s prescription for the

welfare of the citizens, which are allowed

in the forms of oil, pill, vaporized liquid,

nasal spray, dried plant product. THC

recommended by doctors is also allowed.

Larger amounts of marijuana trafficking

and selling are sill punishable by law. As

per November 3,2020 , Alaska, Arizona,

Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut,

Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana,

Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,

Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,

Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New

York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,

Pennsylvania, Rhode island, south Dakota,

Utah, Vermont, Washington, West Virgina,

district of Columbia, Puerto Rico and Guam.
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In order to have a prescription of marijuana one

must have a diagnosed condition and a

recommendation from doctor. States have

listed some conditions in order to use the

medical marijuana which includes medical

condition such as cancer, HIV/AIDS, severe

pain, seizures, severe nausea, glaucoma, and

multiple sclerosis.

(bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com,2020) ,

(drugs.com, 2020),
(medicalmarijuana.procon.org,2020)

Several federal agencies have issued
guidelines in order to manage the
conflict between federal and state
laws. The guidelines are as follows:

1. Preventing of distribution of
marijuana to minors

2. Preventing revenue from the sale of

marijuana from going to criminal

enterprises, gangs or cartels.

3. Preventing the diversion of
marijuana from states where it
is legal under to state law in
some form to other states.

4. Preventing state-authorized

marijuana activity from being used

a cover or a pretext to traffic other

illegal drugs or other drug activity.
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5. Preventing violence or the use
of firearms in cultivation and
distribution of marijuana.

6. Preventing drugged driving and

the exacerbation of other adverse

public health consequences

associated with marijuana use.

7. Preventing the growing of marijuana

on public lands and the attendant

public safety and environment

dangers posed by marijuana

production on public lands.

8. Preventing marijuana possession or

use on federal property.
(safeaccessnow.org)

The laws of USA issue punishment on the

basis of the amount of cannabis carried

illegally. Though the drug policy alliance

(DPA) believes marijuana should be

regulated like alcohol and tobacco. The

penalties for drug related crimes depend

on several factors, such as the amount

carried and the prior encounters with law

enforcement. Drug trafficking and



distribution laws have set penalties for

transportation, selling and smuggling of

drugs, this is also applied to the synthetic

drugs. There are categories developed by

DEA called as schedules which play a vital

role in announcing legal penalties on the

federal level. With regard to the enforcement

all drugs are treated differently considering

their properties, both legal and illicit

substances are categorized based on their

risks and medical benefits. The federal

agencies collaborate with state and local law

in order to reduce the overlapping of the

laws based on marijuana and ensure

effective controls over substances are a

threat to society such as heroin, cocaine,

brown sugar etc. (dea.gov.com)

USA legalized marijuana to eliminate drug

related crimes such drug trafficking and

black market, Mafias from Mexico have been

supplying drugs to the citizens of USA which

has increased the drug related crimes,

though the Drug Enforcement agency and

the border patrol work to stop drugs entering

from Mexico via land, sea ways and the

tunnel. Marijuana

addiction is not as

severe as cocaine and

other drugs are. Study

has shown that only 9

percent of those who use marijuana end

up being clinically dependent on it. Thus

legalizing marijuana was one way of

reducing addicts of other harmful drugs.

Also taxing marijuana has increased the

government`s revenue. And the study

has shown that marijuana is less harmful

than alcohol if used in a moderate

proportion by adults. (scoopwhoop.com)

A Gallup Poll has shown that 68% of

Americans support the legalization of

cannabis but it is still illegal under the

federal law. According to the cannabis

industry research firm Virdian Capital

Advisors, the marijuana companies raised

$116.8 billion in capital in 2019.Also the

newly elected president of USA Joe Biden

and vice president Kamala Harris have

expressed the decriminalization of marijuana

and having the criminal records of the

convicts obliterated. (cnbc.com ,2020)

NDPS ACT, 1985:

The NDPS act is

generally referred as

Narcotics Drugs and

Psychotropic substances

Act , this act was

introduced on 23rd
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august,1985 is an act of India which

prohibits a person from selling,

possessing, trafficking , manufacturing,

cultivating or consuming any narcotic or

psychotropic substances and is applicable

to all the Indian citizens, even the ones

who are living outside of the India. In terms

of NDPS act the Narcotics Control Bureau

was formed to coordinate actions with

central and state agencies for the matters

related to drugs and drugs related crimes.

Just like any other drug , the sale,

consumption and production of marijuana is

illegal too as it is considered as schedule-I

drug. Section 20 of NDPS, 1985 deals with

the offences related to the abuse of cannabis

except for medical or scientific purposes.

Punishments such as imprisonment, fine

upto 1 lakh rupees or more can be levied on

a person on the basis of the amount of

quantity. section 28 deals with with attempts,

abetment and criminal conspiracy with

regard to marijuana. Laws might be different

as per the state as states have the power to

control, regulate and permit such activities.

Bhang is formed from cannabis and the

mixture of other ingredients which is not

categorized under the definition of cannabis.

Thus the provisions of NDPS does not apply
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to bhang, as bhang is not criminalized. Also

there are some exemptions like a minor will

not be considered guilty as there is juvenile

persons act to protect the people who are

under the age of 18 , addicts will be released

under section 27 if NDPS act.(mha.gov.in)

CONCLUSION:

Cannabis (not in definition) in India is linked

to faith and mysticism. The consumption of

bhang and charas has been seen since

centuries, though there are strict laws to

control and regulate narcotic drugs and

psychotropic substances but the illegal trade

and consumption has risen mostly in the

northern part of the country.

USA had

legalized marijuana for medical and

recreational purposes, as it would eliminate

illegal trade of opium from Mexico and
lessen the drug related crimes. In order to

benefit citizens as well as the government

marijuana had to be legalized as citizens

were allowed to have a good quality of

marijuana and the taxing marijuana have

increased government`s revenue. It has been



proved that marijuana has medical

benefits and is less harmful than alcohol.

India should legalize marijuana as it would

create more job opportunities and thus

decrease India`s unemployment rate.

Marijuana is considered as a cash crop in

the northern part of the countries, being it

as banned farmers have to sell marijuana

in cheap price to the drug dealers and they

also tend to face problems by police

officers, legalizing marijuana might end

“war on drugs” targeting our own

countrymen. Prohibition of marijuana has

anyways contributed to increase the crime

rates. Consuming marijuana is widespread

in youth as marijuana is easily available in

the country and so is opium. In order to

decrease the opium consumers or addicts,

marijuana should be legalized as it would

give a replacement to hazardous drug like

opium.(suryasolanki)

Indian people have been following
the tradition of using bhang since
very long owing to hindu customs as
bhang is associated with lord
shiva. While marijuana

is made from the resin

of the buds of the

leaves of cannabis

plant. Marijuana being

termed as unethical, annormal and its social

stigma is imported from USA. Now, times

have changed, people have become more

aware and there is need to discover different

sectors of economy to meet the demand of

rising population. If bhang can be legalized

which has similar effects as of Marijuana and

the misuse of bhang is seldomly, I can see

no reasonable defects in legalizing marijuana.

Apart from medical and economic benefits,

legalizing marijuana could create a surge in

employment in a country where

unemployment is at its peak. Marijuana is

also very eco-friendly and can provide a grat

support to textile industry as well. Now

linking, marijuana with the ethics of the state

is an absolute fallacy. It wrongly assumes

that people will start consuming with the

legality of marijuana. If the people of the

state had to fall in addiction cigarettes,

hukkahs, bhang etc are in almost everyone`s

reach and thus we can see its not like the

country is burning in smoke. Providing one

more instance here the government of india

has banned pornographic materials from the

internet, Child

pornography has been

banned. Aren’t there

rape cases in the

country? There is an

evident in child rape
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cases as well, these banning are of no use

instead they create a vacume for reserved

damage. Instead people should be made

aware and youth should be made to view

marijuana from a medical perspective.

Thus I believe that marijuana should be

legalized considering a moderate amount

for the welfare of the people as cutting

down the entire bushes of marijuana

wouldn’t do any good to farmers
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Habeas Corpus

Introduction -

The word habeas corpus means to

have a body. A writ of habeas corpus

is like an order upon the person who

has detained another to produce the

latter before the court, to let the court

know on what ground he has been

confined and set him free if there is no

legal justification for the imprisonment.

The writ was regarded in England as a

foundation of human freedom and British

citizen insisted upon this privilege wherever

he went whether for business or colonization.

This is how it founded a place in the

constitution of the United States when the

British colonies in America won their

independence and established a new state

under the U.S. Constitution. In India, the

power to issue a writ of habeas corpus is

vested only in the Supreme Court and the

High Court.

Habeas corpus is the writ that was visualized
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as an effective means to provide a quick

remedy to a person who has lost his liberty

without any legal justification. Therefore, it

cannot be used for complaining against

past illegal detention. But the Supreme

Court in India has expanded its dimension

and compensation is being paid not only

for past illegal detention but also for loss

of life. Initially, the state was asked to pay

a special cost to the prisoner.

This happened in Rudul Shah v. state of

Bihar. But now the payments are ordered

to be given as compensation. This is

probably done for the reason that in a

regular civil suit for damages for false

imprisonment, the state may successfully

put the defense of Sovereign immunity.

Detention should not contravene Article 22,

for example, a person who is not produced

before a magistrate within 24 hours of his

detention is entitled to be released. The

power of detention vested in authority, if

exceeded, abused, or exercised mala fide

makes the detention unlawful. Article 21 of

the Constitution has declared that no person

shall be deprived of life and liberty except

following the procedure established by law, a

machinery was needed to examine the



question of illegal detention with

utmost promptitude. The writ of habeas

corpus has been described as a writ of

right is grantable ex debito justitae.

Article 32 for the enforcement of

fundamental rights is itself a fundamental

right, while the right to move a High Court

under Article 226, though not a fundamental

right, is still a constitutional right.

When physical restraint is put upon a person

under law there is no right to habeas corpus

unless the law is unconstitutional or the

order is ultra vires the statute.

When Habeas Corpus May Lie

The writ of habeas corpus is available as

a remedy in all cases of wrongful

deprivation of personal liberty. It is a

process for securing the liberty of the

subjects by affording an effective means

of immediate release from unlawful or

unjustifiable detention, whether in prison

or private custody. The Constitution

confers ample powers on the Supreme

Court and all High Courts in the matter of

issue of a writ of

habeas corpus. The

right to move the

Supreme Court under

Whether Writ Lies In National Emergency

A National Emergency made be declared

under Article 352 of the Constitution.

Before 1978, i.e. before the 44th

Amendment, the president could

suspend and fundamental right including

the right of personal liberty (Article 21).

When Article 21, was so suspended, it was

held in Addl. District Magistrate, Jabalpur v.

Shukla, that order of preventive detention

could not be challenged even if it violated

the parent Act (i.e, the Act relating to

preventive detention). The 44th Amendment,

1978, has provided that Article 21, relating to

personal liberty cannot be suspended even

during an emergency. In this way, personal

liberty has been strengthened and the writ of

habeas corpus retains its

potency even during

an emergency.
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Rule Nisi

Nisi means Unless. At the first hearing of

an application for a writ of habeas corpus,

if the court is prima facie satisfied that the

prayer deserves to be granted, it may issue

rule nisi and call upon the person or

authority against whom such writ is

sought on a returnable day to show cause

as to why the rule should not be made

absolute and the prisoner should not be

released from detention or confinement.

Res Judicata

When the topic of whether the standard of

res judicata applies if there should arise an

occurrence of writ request of habeas corpus,

it was held that, So far as Indian Law is

concerned, it is genuinely all around settled

that no second appeal to for a writ of habeas

corpus on the same grounds is viable if a

prior appeal is released by the courtâ€™.

Pleadings

It is well settled that strict rules of pleadings

do not apply to an application for a writ of

habeas corpus. The Supreme Court as also

High Court have consistently shown great

anxiety of personal liberty and have never

refused to grant relief to the applicant merely

on the ground of imperfect pleading.
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MCQ

1. The Supreme Court recently

adjudicated on the issue of

constitutionality of section 377

of the IPC in the following case :
A. Navtej Singh johar v. Union

of India, (2018) 10 SCC 1

B. Max foundation v. Govt.
Of NTC of Delhi, 2009
SCC online Del 1762

C. Suresh kumer koushal v. NaZ

foundation, (2014) 1 SCC 1

D. None of the above
2. Which section of the penal code

deals with the offense of voluntarily

causing grievous hurt by the use of

acid etc., which seeks to crub the

menace of acid attacks?

A. Section 326
B. Section 322
C. Section 350
D. Section 326A

3. The criminal law (amendment)

Act, 2018 amendment section

376(1) of the penal code, 1860. It

increased the punishment for the

offense of rape from 7 years to

A. 8years
B. 12 years
C. 10 years
D. 15 years
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4. Section 376-AB was inserted by

the criminal law (amendment) Act,

2018. This section deals with

A. Punishment for bestiality

B. Punishment for rape of
women under twelve
years of age.

C. Punishment for
child marriage

D. Punishment for rape of a

mentally unsound woman

5. Section 376-DA was inserted by

the criminal law amendment Act,

2018. This section pertains to

A. Offence of sodomy
B. Punishment for gang rape of

women under 16 years of age

C. Punishment for gang rape

D. Offence of rape with a minor

6. When was the criminal law

amendment Act 2018 deemed

to have come into force?

A. 1 January 2018
B. 11 August 2018
C. 21 April 2018
D. 15 August 2018

7. Mahbub Shah v. Emperor,
1945 SCC Online PC 5 is a
leading case on :

A. Conspiracy
B. Common intention



C. Wrongful confinement
D. Common objects

8. Which of the following is
not an ingredient of theft?

A. Dishonest intention
B. Removal from possession
C. Immovable property
D. Without consent of the

person in possession

9. In which of the following,

right to private defense does

not extend to causing death?
A. When attack is made with

intention to commit rape

B. When attack is made
with intention to
commit kidnapping

C. When attack is made
with intention to
commit abduction

D. When attack is made with

intention to commit hurt

10. In which of the following, an

offence of kidnapping from lawful

guardianship is not committed

where without consent of the

lawful guardian , out of the

keeping of the lawful guardian?

A. A boy of 15years
age is taken

B. A girl of 17 years age is taken
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C. An insane person is taken
D. A physically handicapped

boy of 17 years is taken

11. K threatens to publish a defamatory

“ libel” against y unless you give him

money. He thus induces y to give him

money. Which of the following

offences has he committed?

A. Cheating
B. Criminal breach of trust
C. Extortion
D. None of these

12. A cuts down a tree standing on B

‘s land, with the intention

dishonestly taking the tree, without

the knowledge and consent of B.

Which of the following offences

has been committed by A?

A. Theft
B. Trespass
C. Criminal misappropriation

D. None of these
13. A person finds a valuable ring on the

road, and without knowing to whom

it belongs, sells it immediately.

Which of the following
offences has he committed?

A. Theft
B. Criminal breach of trust
C. Criminal misappropriation

D. None of the above



14. Point out incorrect response.

The essential conditions of criminal

liability are :
A. Act done with free will
B. Intelligence to distinguish

between good and evil

C. Knowledge of the fact

upon which the good and

evil of an act may depend

D. Knowledge that the act
done is contrary to law

15.Common intention means :

A. Two or more persons
having one intention

B. Meeting of mind between

two or more persons

about an intention and

sharing with each other

C. Same intention between

two or more person
D. Similarity of intention between

two or more persons

16. Out of the following, which of

the article of the constitution

was not a pertinent factor in the

judgement delivered by the

Supreme Court on section 377?

A. Article 14
B. Article 21
C. Article 19
D. Article 25
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17. Which of the following is not

essential for applying section

81 of the penal code?

A. If the act is done
without any criminal
intention to cause harm

B. If the act is done in good faith

C. If the act is done for the

purpose of preventing

or avoiding greater harm

D. If the act is done for the

purpose of preventing

or avoiding orther harm

to person or property.

18. When an act constitution an offence is

done by a child who is seven years old,

the child is considered as :

A. Doli capax
B. Doli incapax
C. Neither of the above two
D. Either of the above two

19. Section 511 of the penal code

does not apply in the case of :

A. Attempt of theft
B. Attempt to murder
C. Attempt to rioting
D. Attempt to affray

20.“A” agrees with “B” that he
will help “B” in copying in his
examination. This is an act of :

A. Criminal conspicuous



B. Abetment
C. Common intention
D. Common object

21.Which one of the following is
known as Indus River Case?

A. Dukhmochan Panday case
B. Mahbub shah case
C. Barendra Kumari Ghosh case

D. Swaran Singh Case

22.In which one of the following
cases the “wild beast test”
was pronounced?

A. Hadfield case
B. Bowler’s case
C. Ferret’s case
D. R. V. Arnold

23. The famous case of R. V.

Dudley and Stephens, (1884)

LR 14 QBD 273 was related to

which of the general

exceptions of criminal liability?

A. Mistake
B. Necessity
C. Private defense
D. Unkindness of mind

24. Under which section of the penal

code the provision of the “abutment

by conspiracy “ has been made?

A. Section 107(1) IPC
B. Section 108 IPC
C. Section (2) IPC
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D. Section (3) IPC
25. Under which section of IPC, an act

done in pursuant to judgement or

order of a court is not an offence?

A. Section 94 IPC
B. Section 79 IPC
C. Section 92 IPC
D. Section 78 IPC

26. Under which section one of the

following sections of the penal

code, 1860, an assault or criminal

force used in attempting to commit

theft of property is punishable?

A. Section 379 IPC
B. Section 384 IPC
C. Section 381 IPC
D. Section 356 IPC

27. Removal of ornaments from the body of

one after causing his death constitutes

an offence under section :

A. 392 of IPC
B. 379 of IPC
C. 420 of IPC
D. 404 of IPC

28. A, a revenue officer tortures z in

order to compel him to pay certain

arrears of revenue due from z. A is

guilty of an offence under

A. Section 383 IPC
B. Section 328 IPC
C. Section 392 IPC



D. Section 330 IPC
29. Under which of the following

sections of the penal code 1860 a

conspiracy to wage war against the

Government of India is punishable?

A. Section 120
B. Section 121-A
C. Section 120-A
D. Section 121

30. If an offender is sentenced to an

imprisonment for a term exceeding

one year, the term of solitary

confinement shall not exceed :

A. 1 month
B. 2 months
C. 3 months
D. 4 months

31. Under which one of the following

sections of the penal code, 1860, an

accused in order to commit extortion

put the person into fear of death or

grievous hurt is punishable?

A. Section 383
B. Section 386
C. Section 385
D. Section 382

32. The presence of the abettor when

offence is committed is provided

in penal code, 1860 under :

A. Section 117
B. Section 113
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C. Section 116
D. Section 114

33. “A” without any excuse fires a

loaded cannon into a crowd of

persons and kills one of them here

“A” has committed the offence of :

A. Culpable homicide
B. Grievous hurt
C. Murder
D. Criminal force

34. Section 366-B of the penal code

is related to the offence of :

A. Importation of girl

from foreign country

B. Procreation of minor girl

C. Kidnapping or abducting

in order to murder

D. None of the above
35. ‘Attempt to commit robbery ‘ is

punishable under penal code in:

A. Section 390
B. Section 392
C. Section 391
D. Section 393

36. In which of the following offences

means rea is not an essential

elements under penal code?

A. Bigamy
B. Theft
C. Murder
D. Robbery



37. Under penal code, the offence

of “stalking” has been defined :

A. Under section 354-A
B. Under section 354-B
C. Under section 354-c
D. Under section 354-D

38.Gian kaun v. State of Punjab,
(1996) 2 SCC 648, is related with

which of the following offence?

A. Cheating
B. Theft
C. Adultery
D. Criminal misappropriation

39.Under which of the following
offences of penal code, even
preparation to commit the
offence is also punishable
with rigorous imprisonment?

A. Theft
B. Rape
C. Murder
D. Dacoity

40. Where a man secretly capture

images of a woman who was

using washroom for changing her

clothes, will be guilty for the

offense under penal code under :

A. Section 354-c
B. Section 354
C. Section 354-B
D. Section 354-D
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41.A man who monitors the
use by a woman of internet,
e-mail or any other from of
electronic communication,
commits the offence of:

A. Sexual harassment
B. Criminal trespass
C. Voyeurism
D. Stalking

42. For the offense relating to marriage

under penal code, the minimum

punishment has been provided under

:
A. Section 493 and 494
B. Section 498
C. Section 497
D. Section 495

43. ‘A’ pulls an earring worn by a

woman and thereby tears and

wounds her ear badly. Here ‘A'

is guilty for the offense of :

A. Mischief
B. Extortion
C. Robbery
D. Misappropriation

44. The offence of” dacoity” under penal

code may be committed by way of :

A. Theft only
B. Cheating only
C. Extortion only
D. Robbery only



45. Under which section of penal code,

“ the punishment for attempting to

commit offences punishable with

imprisonment for life or other

imprisonment “ is provided?

A. Section 508
B. Section 509
C. Section 511
D. Section 510

46. The minimum number of persons

to an agreement to be designed as

criminal conspiracy under section

120-A of the penal code is:
A. Two
B. Four
C. Three
D. Five

47. Under the penal code, whosoever by

force compels, or by deceitful means

induces, any person to go from any

place, commit the offence of :

A. Kidnapping
B. Abduction
C. Wrongful restraint
D. Abetment

48. Dishonest misappropriation of

property possessed by the deceased

person at the time of his death, is an

punishable under penal code is:

A. Section 402
B. Section 405
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C. Section 403
D. Section 404

49. According to section 304-B of penal

code, whoever commits “dowry

death “ is punished with

imprisonment which is not less than :

A. 10 year
B. 12 years
C. 7 years
D. 20 year

50. Which of the following offence was

not inserted in the penal code by the

criminal law amendment Act, 2013?

A. Sexual harassment
B. Stalking
C. Voyeurism
D. Lurking house -trespass

51. The offence of rape under the

criminal procedure code, 1963 is a

A. Cognizable, bailable offence

B. Non-cognizable,
bailable offences

C. Cognizable, non-
bailable offences

D. Non-cognizable, non
bailable offence

52. The criminal amendment Act, 2018,

amended which section of the

prevention of children from sexual

offences (POCSO) Act, 2012?

A. Section 40



B. Section 42
C. Section 41
D. Section 43

53. Which one of the following sections

of criminal procedure code, 1973 is

related to juveniles jurisdiction?

A. Section 25
B. Section 27
C. Section 26
D. Section 28

54.Which one of the following
provisions of criminal
procedure code, 1973 gives
statutory definition of FIR?

A. Section 154
B. Section 156
C. Section 155
D. Not defined

55. Provisions relating to health and

safety of arrested person have

been provided under which one

of the following sections of the

criminal procedure code, 1973?

A. Section 50-A
B. Section 55-A
C. Section 53-A
D. Section 60-A

56. Which one of the following

sections of the criminal procedure

code, 1973 deals with inherent

powers of the high court?

A. Section 428
B. Section 469
C. Section 457
D. Section 482

55. Under which one of the following

sections of criminal procedure code,

1973 magistrate second class can

conduct summary trial ?

A. Section 260

B. Section 262

C. Section 261

D. Section 263

56. Under criminal procedure code,

1973, section 190(2), who may

empower magistrate of the second

class to take cognizance of offences?

A. High court

B. Court of session

C. Chief judicial magistrate

57. Warrant case as define under section 2(x)

of the criminal procedure code, 1973 is a

case relating to an offence punishable with

death, imprisonment for a term exceeding :

A. 3years

B. 2years
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C. 1 years

D. 5yesrs but not less than years

58. Which one of the following sections of

criminal procedure code, 1973 prohibits the

male police officer from touching the person

of a woman while making her arrest?

A. Proviso to section 41(1)

B. Proviso to section 42(2)

C. Proviso to section 46(1)

D. None of the above

59. Under which one of the following sections

of criminal procedure code, 1973, trial of cases

can be taken before high court?

A. Section 407

B. Section 474

C. Section 483

D. No trial before high court

60. Under criminal procedure code, 1973

the date of commencement of the period

of limitations has been provided under :

A. Section 467

B. Section 469

C. Section 468

D. Section 470

61. For which one of the following

offences under criminal procedure

code, 1973 application for anticipatory

bail under section 438 can be moved?

A. Bailable offence

B. Non-bailable offence

C. Cognizable offence

D. Non-cognizable offence

62. When a complaint is presented to

a magistrate and the Magistrate

proceeds to examine the complainant

and the witnesses, the magistrate :

A. Is conducting investigation

B. Is conducting inquiry

C. Is conducting trial

D. Is conducting both b and c

63. Any private person may arrest any

person who in his presence commits a:

A. Cognizable offence

B. Non-cognizable offences

C. Cognuzable and non – bailable offence

D. Non-cognizable and non bailable
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64. No court shall take cognizance of an

offence punishable with not more
than three years after the expiry of:

A. 1 year

B. 2 year

C. 3 year

D. 4 year

65.security for keeping peace and
good behaviour from habitual
offenders may be ordered by the :

A. Chief judicial magistrate

B. Executive magistrate

C. Judicial magistrate I class

D. All of the above

66. Imprisonment for failure to give

security for keeping the Peace, shall be :

A. Rigorous

B. Simple

C. Either simple or rigorous

D. None of the above

67. In which of the following
cases, prosecution witness was
prosecuted for perjury?

A. Nitish katara case (2007)

B. Priyadarshini Mattoo case (2006)

C. Jessica lal case (2007)

D. None of the above

68. Conditional order for removal

of nuisance may be passed by :

A. Magistrate I class

B. District Judge

C. Chief judicial magistrate

D. District magistrate or sub-
divisional magistrate, both

69. Any magistrate, who has made an

order of detention under section 167,

code of criminal procedure 1973,

shall forward a copy of his order to :

A. Chief judicial magistrate

B. Session judge

C. District magistrate

D. All of the above

70. During trial before the charge has

been framed if complainant does not

appear on the date fixed for his

appearance, the magistrate may:

A. Discharge the accused
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B. Makeover the case

C.Acquit the accused

D. All of the above

71. The composition of an offence under

section 320 of the code of criminal

procedure 1973 shall have the effect of :

A. Discharge

B. Acquittal

C. Release

D. All of the above

72.Under the Indian constitution,
the code of criminal procedure,
1973, has been kept in:

A. Union list

B. State list

C. Concurrent list

D. None of the above

73.The criminal law amendment Act,
2013 came in force on:

A. 6th April 2013

B. 3rd February 2013

C. 7th January 2013

D. None of the above

74.Which of the following is not
correctly matched under code of
criminal procedure, 1973?

A. Police report, section 2(r)

B. Cognizable offences, section 2(R)

C. Bailable offence section 2(b)

D. Investigations, section 2(h)

75.Which of the following sections
of the code of criminal procedure,
1973, has not been inserted by the
criminal law amendment Act 2013?

A. Section 198-B

B. Section 362

C. Section 361

D. Section 462

76. The power to grant anticipatory

bail under section 438, code of

criminal procedure vests with

A. The code of magistrate

B. Only in the court of sessions

C. Only in the High court

D. Both the court of session and
the high court
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77. Which one of the following sections

of code of criminal procedure, 1973

deals with high court power of revision?

A. Section 395

B. Section 399

C. Section 401

D. Section 396

78.Who can issue a search warrant
to search a post office?

A. District magistrate

B. Civil court

C. Revenue court

D. High court

79.What is the nature of a
statement given in NARCO test?

A. It is not an evidence

B. It is a scientific evidence

C. It is a oral evidence

D. It is a circumstantial evidence

80.Cognizance of the offence of
defamation under chapters xxvi of
the penal code can be taken

A. On a police report

B. On a complaint made by an
aggrieved person

C. Super moto by the court

D. All of the above

81.Statement recorded by police
officer during investigation under
section 161 of the criminal procedure
code can be used during trial.

A. For contradicting the wittiness

B. For corroborating the witness

C. Both for (a) and (b)

D. Neither for( a) nor (b)

82. Under the criminal procedure code,

1973 examination of witness in the absence

of absconded accused can be done under

A. Section 299

B. Section 224

C. Section 321

D. Section 301

83.Under criminal procedure code,
for an offence punishable with fine
only, the period of limitations is

A. 3 months

B. 1year
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C. Six months

D. Three years

84. Section 183 of criminal procedure code

A. Applies to voyage on the high seas

B. Does not apply to voyage on high seas.

C. Applies to voyage, within India
as well as on voyage on high seas.

D. Has been declared unconstitutional.

85. Under which section of criminal

procedure code, provisions for security for

keeping the Peace on conviction exists?

A. Section 108

B. Section 109

C. Section 106

D. Section 111

86. Under section 41 of criminal procedure

code, the power of police to arrest a person

A. Covers all cases

B. Is limited to cases of mere suspicion

C. Is confined to cases of
reasonable suspicion

D. Does not cover cases of Army deserters

87. Under section 27 of the criminal

procedure code, the age of juvenile is

A. 16years

B. 18 years

C. 12 years

D. None of the above

88.Who write evidence in a criminal

trial? A. Any employee of the court

B. Magistrate

C. Advocate

D. Expert

89.Which of the following is not
correctly matched?

A. Inquire -section 2g

B. Judicial proceedings -section 2i

C. Police station -section 2o

D. Pleader -section 2q

90. Classification of compoundable and

non-comfortable offences has been
provided under

A. 1st schedule of crpc

B. 2. Schedule of crpc
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C. Section 320 of crpc

D. Section 321 of crpc

91. Section 25A was inserted in Crpc by

which of the following amendment Act?

A. CrPc amendment Act, 2008

B. CrPc amendment Act 2005

C. CrPc amendment Act 2009

D. CrPc amendment Act 1978

92. Inquiry is conducted by

A. Magistrate only

B. Police officer only

C. Session court only

D. Magistrate or court

93. Which one of the following sections of

CrPc provides free legal aid to the accused?

A. Section 304

B. Section 301

C. Section 306

D. Section 302

94.Which one of the following group
of section of CrPC deals with
proclamation and attachments?

A. Section 80-85

B. Section 82-86

C. Section 82-90

D. Section 80-86

95. Which one of the following sections

of CrPc provides of the high court to

confirm sentence or annual conviction?

A. Section 366

B. Section 369

C. Section 367

D. Section 368

96. Which one of the following sections

of CrPc provides to give information of

certain offences to the police officer?

A. Section 38

B. Section 40

C. Section 39

D. All of the above

97. Which of the following sections of CrPc

provides identification of arrested person?

A. Section 54

B. Section 55A

C. Section 54A
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D. Section 60A

98. How many minimum members of

judges of the high court are required to

sign the confirmation of death sentence?

A. 3

B. 2

C. 4

D. 5

99. In which one of the following sections of

CrPc provision for free legal aid is made :

A. Section 301

B. Section 304

C. Section 306

Section 309

100.A refusal to answer questions
put to a witness under section 161
of CrPc is an offence under :

A. Section 176 IPC

B. Section 179 IPC

C. Section 189 IPC

D. Neither a nor b nor c
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